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Fingerprïnt images are used not only for criminal records. but also for applications 

such as social weIfare. pension benefits. identity cards. passports, motor vehicle licenses, 

voter registration. immigration, work permits, customs and other sec* systems. To 

meet these needs, f ingerp~ts  must be processed digitally. The size of t i i igerp~t data- 

bases increases rapidly because more and more facilities reiy on fingerp~ts. For exam- 

ple, there are 30.000 new hgerprint cards a day in the U.S.A. dong. Consequentiy. the 

need to reduce the size of fingerpriat storage has kcome very urgent. 

A decompressed fingerprint image can be either classifed by automaticfàzgeprint 

identification systems (AFIS)  or submitted in court as an evidence. The reconstructed 

image must keep the relations of the minutiae of a hgerprint for identification. Lossless 

compression techniques can reconstmct an image without any change, but with a poor 

compression ratio about 2: 1. Lossy techniques can ~ a c h  compression ratios of hundreds 

to one, but at an expense of a poorer quality of the reconstructed image. 

This thesis develops two new techniques for grey-scale fingerprint image compres- 

sion, quadtree decomposition with multij?actal analysis (QDMA) and wuvelet packet with 

rnultifiactal analysis (WPMA).  Considering the limitations of the hwium vision system. 

the QDMA and WPMA use a wavelet transform guided by a multihctal measure to 

obtain the best recoastructed image in terms of a higher peak signal ro noise ratio (PSNR) 

at the lowest bit rate. The fingerprint images and the correspondhg wavelet coefficients 

are considered to be an approximation of strange attractors and c m  be analyzed by their 

muitifractality. Wavelets c m  not ody provide the grouping of subband information and 

the highest compression for optimum bit allocation (quantization), but also an optimum 

synthesis (combination of subbands) by the inverse wavelet transform to achieve the high- 

est image quality. Using the QDMA technique, the compression ratio can reach 1395: 1 

with 28.06 dB PSNR, while the compression ratio of WPMA can exceed 17.7:l with 

PSNR up to 28.57 dB. The QDMA and WPMA techniques can make the reconstnicted 

image with good quality for identification or as an evidence in court cases. 
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Chapter 1: introduction 

Fingerprint images are used not only for crimiad records, but also for applications 

including social welfan, pension knefits, identity car& passports, motor vehicle 

Licenses, voter iegistration, immigration, work permits, customs and other security SYS- 

tems. To meet these needs, fingeqrints must be processed digitally. The size of finger- 

prïnt databases increases rapidly because more and more facilities rely on fingerprints. 

Before the FBI Identification Division was established in 1924, 810,000 figer- 

prïnt cards were collected by the National Bureau of Criminal Investigation [Unit87]. By 

1992 this collection had expanded into 25 million car& [HoR92]. To store a hgexprint 

card in an electronic format, the FBI foilows the image capture standard established by the 

National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). A bgerprint card requin% 9.8 

MB of memory space (39 square inches scanning size with a resolution of 500 dots per 

inch, dpi, and 8 bits per pixel, 8 bpp). To store 25 million fingerprint cards requins an 

astonishing 245,000 GB of memory space. The purpose of this thesis is to h d  a new and 

better image compression technique for hgerprints. 

The quaiity requirement for a decompnssed hgerprint image is higher than for 

other images (such as Lena) because the reconstructed image can be identified and submit- 

ted in court as a evidence. The relationship of the mioutiae of a fingerprint is the key for 

identification. That means the reconstructed image must reproduce the minutiae clearly. 

The objective of this thesis is to maximke the comprrssion ratio, whiie minimhg the 

redundancy of the decompressed image. 

Considering the iimitations of the hunim, visml system (HVS), we believe that 

transfomi coding techniques based on entmpy reduction can reach our goal of the best 

reconstructed quality with the highest compression ratio. There are many transform cod- 

hg techniques. In this thesis, we focus on the wavelet coding technique because every 

function in a wavelet bais is a dilated and traaslated version of one prototype (mother) 
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wavelet. That aiiows local transformation to be carrieci out more successfdly than other 

techniques such as dbcmte sine traa#onn (DST), dkcrete c o d e  trmESfonn and 

discrete Fourier transfonn @Fî) -911. That is the rwson why waveiet scalar quun- 

tizution (WSQ), the FBI fhgerprint compression standard, selects the wavelet transform 

instead of others. 

In this thesis, we use the iteratedfiaction systm (ES) concept to explain that 

images (spatial signals) are to be analyzed h m  the point of view of strange attractors 

Ws953. The coefficients of the wavelet transform (a projection h m  R~ to L ~ )  can also 

be analyzed as a strange attractor. 

We Say that f (a) is the hcta l  Mandelbmt dimension (DMAN) of the a subset 

[Kins94]. The Holder exponent a (singuiarity of a k t a l )  is anaiogous to the energy, 

while f (a) is analogous to the entmpy as a firnction of energy -951. Since the wave- 

let transform coefficients cm be analyzed as a strange attmctor, we can use the multhctal 

spectnim (J(a) ) to analyze the entropy of the wavelet traosfom singularity (i-e., Holder 

exponent a of the wavelet transform coefficients). 

Based on the fact that the larger the wavelet coefficient is, the more important it is 

for the quality of the reconstructed image, we can simply regard those srnall wavelet coef- 

ficients as redundancies. However, the Gibb's phenornenon [Ans0931 [OpWY75] 

becomes more evident whîie increasing the compression ratio. The reason is that the same 

magnitude of the transfonn coefficients does not contribute equaiiy to the quaiity of the 

recons tmcted image. 

In this thesis, we propose two new techniques, quadtree decornposition with multi- 

fractal a ~ f y s i s  (QDMA) and wavelet pack-et with multiifiotal aanalysis (WPMA), which 

can solve the problem of determining the redundant subbands of wavelet decompositions. 

These new techniques can improve the accutacy of bit allocation and reduce the quantiza- 

tion emr. Thus, the compression ratio can be increased without lowering the quality of 

decompressed images. 

There are five experiments in this thesis. The nrSt t h .  experiments (zonai masks, 

direct thresholding and zerotree [Sbap93]) are based on the idea that the larger the trans- 

form coefficients the more important for the recomtructed image they are. In the zerotree 
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technique. the emphasis is on the importance of dinecent subbands, Le., the parent-chil- 

dren relationship (explained in Ch. 3. But the parent-chiid reIationship cannot tell which 

subband is more important thaa others. Applying the multifi.actal spectrum andysis to 

each subband, we caa easiiy 6nd the pnincd subbands and achieve the best grouping of 

subbands for bit allocation and synthesis of the inverse wavelet transforrn. - 

There are several other lossless and lossy techniques for fingerprint image com- 

pression, including differential data compression (lossless) [SaAu92], B-spline function 

representation (lossy) [CGTL92], and the WSQ. The compression ratio varies from 1.5: 1 

(lossless) to 20:l (WSQ). Our QDMA can reach a compression ratio (CR) of 13.95:l 

(0.5734 bpp) at 28.06 peak signal to noise ratio, PSNR, whiie the WPMA can achieve CR 

of 17.7: 1 (0.45 19 bpp) with 28.57 dB PSNR. 

This thesis is organized into six chapters. Chapter 2 provides a general inuoduc- 

tion to fingerprint interpretation and data compression. Entmpy ccxiing, tmnsform coding, 

bit ailocation and quantization techniques are discussed in this chapter. Chapter 3 presents 

the theory of the wavelet transfom. Chapter 4 describes the theory of fiactals and multi- 

fractais. We develop an iteratedmction system (IFS) image to explain the greyscale 

images as strange attractors. W~th this approach, we can use the rnultifiactal measures for 

wavelet transfonn coefficients. Chapter 5 presents experimental results fkm five experi- 

menu. The ûrst three experiments: zo~lfiltering, direct thresholding, and zemtree cod- 

ing use either spatial location oriented or magnitude oriented techniques to find the best 

coefficients. Unfortunately, these techniques cannot nach our goal, higher PSNR with 

lower bit-rate. We propose a new technique, to solve the problem. Two experiments 

(QDMA and WPMA) are used to apply the new technique. FinaUy, conclusions, contribu- 

tions and recommendations are presented in Chapter 6 
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FINGERPRINT ~I'IERPRETATION AND IhKAGE 
COMPRESSION 

A fingerprint card (Fig. 2.1) records one of the biological properties of a person. 

The a (A) and t (2') in Fig. 2.1 stand for arch and tented arch nspectively, and the capital 

Ietter is resennd for the index fingers [Chap4l]. To file a fingerp~t card efficiently. the 

classification of fhgerprints is necessary. The dots, bifbrcations, islands (holiow circles 

and ovals). points where ridges suddenly end, and extremeIy short ridges are the essential 

characteristics for fingerpr.int classification and evidence for courts mnit78]. For finger- 

print compression, the reconsmicted image must reproduce these minutiae clearly. 

Compression techniques for fhgerp~ts can be classified as lossless or lossy. 

Lossless techniques remove the ndundancy which can be added back, so the decom- 

pressed data and the original data are identical. The disadvantage of lossless techniques is 

the low compression ratio, usuaiiy in the range of 2:l; for example, the diffemntiul data 

compression method can achieve a compression ratio 1.5: L (SaAn921. Lossy techniques 

remove entropy from the data and can achieve higher compression ratio; for exampIe, the 

wavelet scalar qwntization (WSQ), the FBI standard for fingerprint image compression, 

uses entropy reduction and can achieve a 20: 1 (average) compression ratio at the expense 

of the quality of decompressed images. 

Considering the limitations of the h w ~ n  visual systenz (HVS) and the qu* 

requirement for a decompressed îmgexprint image, we beiieve that lossy (entropy reduc- 

tion) techniques can reach our goal (the k t  reconstnicted quality with the highest com- 

pression ratio). There are many lossy techaiques [Kinsgl]. Ln this chapter, we focus on 

transform coding techniques. 
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Fig. 2.1. A hgerprint card. 

2.1 mes of Fmgerprints and Their Interpretation 

A fingerp~t is the mark that the ridges of skin on fmgers and thumbs leave on 

objects touched. Our hgerprints are perfectly formed seven months before we are hm. 

The fingerprint is unique. In this world of approximately four and one half billion 

humans, each with ten fingerprints, the= is not one fingerprint exactiy like another. Even 

twuis who look exactiy alike have different fbgerprints [Darr77]. 

Fmgerprints may be resolved into the foiiowing three large general groups of 

types: loop, amh and whorl [Chap41]. Each group buus the same general characteristics 

or family resemblance. The types may be m e r  divided into sub-groups by means of the 

smailer Merences existing between the types in the same general group. Table 2.1 lis& 

the groups and sub-groups. 

Statistical data show that loops occur in about 65 percent of aiî tingerp~ts, whorls 

in about 30 percent, and amhes in the remaining 5 percent [Chap4l]. 
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Table 2.1. 'Qpes of hgerptint. 

1 Plain arch 1 Radiai loop 1 Plain whorl 1 
1 Tented arch 1 Ulnar lmp 1 Central pocket loop 1 

1 Accidentai whorl 1 

We shaii k t  review a few technical tenns used in fhgerprint work. Figure 2.2 is 

a simple sketch to show the character of the three fingerprint types. More fhgerprint 

images are included in a database [JaKigV. A pattem area is encloseci by type lines. The 

pattern area can have cores. deltas, and ridges which are used in classifjhg hgerpriuts. 

Type lines may be defined as the two innermost ridges which start paraiïel, diverge, and 

surround or tend to surround the pattern area The thick lines A and B in Fig. 2.2 (b) are 

the type lines. Delta is the k s t  ridge or part of a ndge nearest the point of divergence of 

the two type lines. The corn is placed upon or within the innermost sufficient recurve. It 

is important to concem ourselves with the cure of the loop type only. For loops and 

whorls, the pattem area is used for classiiication and identincation. On the other hand, 

arches or tented arches have no no particular boundary to define the pattern areê 

Fig. 2.2. Three major types of fingerprint: (a) arch, (b) loop, and (c) whorl. [afkr~aiQ8]  J 

-6- 
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A Cori or sonicient =me, a delta, and a d g e  count across a looping ridge are 

the three essential features of a f m p  type. In the whod type, at Ieast two deltas are present 

with a recme in front of each delta. The arch type has no paneni ana. The accidmaf 

whorl is a pattem consisting of a combination of two Merent types of pattem, with the 

exception of the plain a d ,  which has two or more deltas, or a pattern which possesses 

some of the requirements for two or more dinmnt types, or a pattern which conforms to 

none of the above defiaitioos. 

2.2 A Mode1 of the Human Visual System 

The physicai properties of the optical transmission pathway through the iris to the 

retina produce a low-pass spectral response which, when combined with the high-pass 

characteristic due to intercomection of the receptors gives aa overaii band-pass response. 

Associated with this spatial response is a logarithmic amplitude non-iinearity due to adap- 

tation to background luminance necessary for the eye to function over a wide range of 

average scene intensities. The fact that the eye has prefemd regions of spatial kquency 

response and a non-linear amplitude response mechanism can be utilized to develop better 

coding algorithms. 

Figure 2.3 shows a 32 gray-scale bar chart. Although the intensity of the stripes is 

constant, we acnially perceive a brightness pattem that is strongly scaiioped, especiaüy 

near the boundaries. This phenornenon is cailed the Mach band effet moGo92]. 

Although there are 32 gray-scales in Fig. 2.3. the HVS cannot precisely distinguish then 

especiaüy near both ends of the chart. That is caused by the band-pass charactenstic of 

the H V S -  

The bandpass spatial hquency response of the eye has led to numemus attempts 

to improve coding efficiency by preferentidy allocating bits to the fiequency region (or to 

the corresponding transfomi coefficients) to which the eye is most sensitive. The m s -  

form coefficients correspondhg to the most sensitive part of the HVS spatial response are 

preferentially weighted with respect to the others and so receive a higher bit allocation 

(i.e., more accurate quantization) thaa others [Clar96]. Such data encoded for human per- 
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ception wiii be referred to as signais in this thesis. 

Fig. 2.3. A gray-scale bar chart with 32 levels. 

23 Data Compression 

As iiiustrated in Fig. 2.4, source data are operated upon according to a particula. 

aigorithm to produce compressed data. This compression of the original data is some- 

times referred to as an encoding process, with the result that the compressed data is also 

cded encoded data. Reversing the process, compressed data is decompressed to produce 

reconstnicted data. Since this decompression process resuits in the decoding of the com- 

pressed data, the result is sometimes referred to as decoded data. 

Fig. 2.4. Basic data compression block diagram. 

Source data 
Data cornpressor 

Compressed data 

Decompressed data 
Data decornpressor 

(recontructed data) 
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Data compression techniques may be grouped hto two classes: redundancy reduc- 

tion and entropy reduction [Lync851. A redundancy reduction operation removes, or at 

Ieast reduces, the redundancy in such a way that it can be subseqwntiy re-inserted into the 

data. Thus. redundancy reduction is aiways a reversiblt (iossless) pnxxss. An entmpy 

reduction results in a reduction of idonnation. since entropy is defmed the average 

information. The information lost can never be recovered, so an entropy reduction opera- 

tion is an inevenible (lossy) process. 

2.3.1 Compression Ratio 

The degree of data reduction obtained as a result of the compression process is 

known as the compression ratio. This ratio measures the quantity of compressed data in 

cornparison with the quantity of original data 

where Rc is the compression ratio, p is the number of symbols in the original data. k is the 

number of bits per syrnbol in the original data, q is the number of encoded codewords pro- 

duced by the compressor, and n is the number of bits in an encoded codeword m s 9  11. 

Thus, pk is the storage size of the original data and qn is the storage size of the com- 

pressed data. For example, R, = 4 (compression ratio is 4: 1) indicates a compression by 

75%. From Eq. 2.1, it is obvious that the higher the compression ratio the more effective 

the compression technique employed. 

2.3.2 Compression Quality, PSNU 

Since reversible (iossless) compression techniques always perform a perfect 

reconstruction (decompressed data is the same as the original data), there is no distortion 

between the original and decornpressed data. For most image compression applications, 

we use the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) parameter to measure the distortion of the 

reconstmcted image. For a 256 gray scale image, the PSNR is defined as 
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PSNR = lOlog - 255c b d B ]  IOMSE 

where MSE is the mean square errer, the average of the eaergy of the dinerence between 

the original and the reconsüucted image: 

where N is the total number of pixels in the image, xi and Xi are an original and a recon- 

stmcted pixel, respectively. 

2.3.3 Information Measurement, Enropy 

Information is defined in terms of a measwe of uncertainty. The less iikely a mes- 

sage, the larger its information, and the more likely a message, the smaller its information. 

The information content of the ith symbol of a discrete source (i-e., a source with no 

dependence between successive syrnbols) is calleci the self-information ILync851 and is 

given by 

li = - log, pi [in bits] 

where pi is the probability of the ith symbol and Ji is its information. 

We wiil k t  consider the concept of entropy, which is a masure of uncertainty of 

a discrete random variable. For data (image) with n possible discrete syrnbols or gray lev- 

els with probability of occunence pl to p, , the average of a l l  fi ( 1 L i S n , defhed in Eq. 

2.4) of the data is defhed as the entropy (H) of the data: 
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The entropy is used in information theory to denote the average number of bits 

required to present each symbol or gray level of the data (image). 

2.3.4 Data Compression Techniques, Statistrkal Coding 

Then are many compression techniques -911 either lossless (redundancy 

reduction) or lossy (entropy reduction). but in this thesis we WU focus our attention upon 

two data compression methods in each gmp: statistical coding for redundancy reâuction 

and transform coding for entropy reduction. The ttaasfom coding techniques will be dis- 

cussed in Section 2.4 on image compression. transform coding. 

2.3.4.1 Statisticul Coding 

Statistical coding takes advantage of the probabiiities of occurrence of each data, 

so that short codes can be used to present fiequently occUmng data, while longer codes 

are used to represent less fkequently encountered data. The statistical coding process can 

be used to minimize the average code Length of the encoded data. Since it needs [log 1 
(an integer value greater than logln ) bits to present an image with n gray scales, its redun- 

dancy is defined as 

where H is the entropy of the image. defined in Eq. 2.5. 

In this section we will use Huffmao coding as an example to explain how statisti- 

cal cociing works and how it applies to data compression. H u f k m  coding is a procedure 

for encoding a statisticaliy independent source in such a way as to yield the minimum 

average encoded word length. Huffman codes have a pqfkpmperty. which means that no 

short code gmup is duplicated at the beginning of a longer group. The p r e k  property of 

the Hufhan code ensures that the code is uniquely decipherable. A coding procedure 

flowchart and an example are show in Fig. 2.5. For a more complete description of this 

class of codes, see [Kim9 11. 
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Calculate the pcobabiïity 
for each event 

Arrange the event 
probabiütles in 

descending oràer 

ombine the two low 
pmbabüities 

ip a O to the upper membe 
and an I to the Iower 

of each comhed pair 

h c e  the path h m  unity 
to each event then write 
the O - Z sequence fimm 

lePt to right 

Probabiiity HUgman code 

0.4 1 

0.2 O 1 

0.1 0 0 0 0  

0.1 0 0 0 1  

0.1 0 0 1 0  

0.1 0 0 1 1  

Fig. 2.5. Hufnrian coâing flowchart and exampie. 
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The average code length is computed by the formula: 

where pi is the probability of the ith symbol or Ievel, and Li is the ith encoded Huffman 

code length. The Lmemge (Eq. 2.7) is found to be 2.4 bits for this Huf&nan code. The 

entropy (Eq. 25)  is computed to be 2.3219 bits. The redundancy (Eq. 2.6) is caicuiated to 

be 0.263 bits. The efficiency is defined as: 

Efficiency = * ~ 1 0 0  [in %] 
'average 

and for th is  code is 96.75%. 

2.4 Image Compression Techniques, 'It.ansform Codiag 

Transform coding hvolves a linear transfomation in which the signal such as an 

image is projected to a transfonn space, a quantization which quantizes the transformed 

coefficients for transmission or storage, and an inverse transformation to get the recon- 

stnicted signal. It should be remembered that the transformation itself is not providing the 

compression, but rather it is mapping the signal into another domain in which compres- 

sion c m  be accomplished more easily. Transfomi coding methods belong to Iossy com- 

pression methods because of the quantization emr. For gray-scde image compression 

due to the restriction of the HVS (see Sec. 2.2), we reduce the entropy during the quantiza- 

tion. The cornpressor deals with those quantized coefficients. In most cases, the compres- 

sor uses lossless compression methods to cornpress those quantized coefficients because 

the entropy has akeady been reduced in the quantization stage. A block diagram of how 

transfomi coding applies to compression is show in Fig. 2.6. 
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Quantization and h 
t - t t l l  1 Optimum bit allocation 

Original Image 

I I I  

Reconstructed Image NOTE1 Si INandf  S j S M  

Fig. 2.6. Transform coding block diagram of a two dimensional image. 

To make transfonu coding practical. a given image is divided into s m d  rectangu- 

lar blocks with i rows by j columns. and each block is transformeci independently. The Eli 

is an i x i unitary ma& UGS the conjugate of Ui, Yj is the decoded transfom block, and 

the Xii . qj are the original and reconscnicted blocks, respectively. For an N x M image 

divided into NMkj biocks (Fig. 2.6). the main storage rquirements for implementing the 

transfonn are reduced by a factor of NMhj. The computationai load is reduced by a factor 
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of 
l o g p M  

for a fast tramfoxm requiring O (logfl operations to transform an N x I 
Iog*ij 

vector. For a 512 x 512 Mage divided into 16 x 16 blodrs, these factors are 1024 and 

2.25, respectively. Although the operation count is not greatly nduced, the complexity of 

a hardware or software for implementing smaii-shed transforms is reduced ~igniscantly 

However, smailer block sizes yield lower compression. mically, a block size of 16 x 16 

is used. 

Amplitude quantization is the procedure of ttaosforming a given input signal 

amplitude Nt) at time t into an amplitude Nt) taken h m  a nnite set of possible ampli- 

tudes. In ih is  Section, we wilI assume the important simple situation of memoryless and 

instantaneous quantization, a procedure where the transformation at time k is not aflected 

by earlier or later input samples. When dealing with memoryless quantizen, we will drop 

the time index, and use symbols such as x instead of&). The mapping 

is the quantizer characteristic, a staircase function, as shown in Fig. 2.7. There are four 

types of Q(x): nonuniform midrise; uniform midrise; nonunifom midtread and uaifom 

midtread. The ciifference between rnidrise and midtread type depends on whether zero is 

one of the output levels or not. For a d o m  quantizer Q(x), the quantization step (A ) is 

defined as: 

where L is the number of quantization steps, the amplitudes yk are caiIed the representa- 

tion levels or the reconstmction values, and the ampiitudes xk are cded decision levels or 

transition levels. 
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Quantkation error (fip) is defined as the difference between x and y. Apply Eq. 

2.9 and we get 

Let x, be a zero-mean random variable with probability density function (PDF) 

2 p(x). The variance a, is defmed as: 

8 8 1  

I I I  

I I 8  

I 1 @ l  
I I I  

( I I I  
8 8 8  

, r E ~ q ; ;  a J 
( 1 1 8  

8 8 8 1  
1 1  : /  
8  1  

8 8 L L  0.5 I I  I l l m  

- 4 
f l  

/ - 0.5 
/ 

/ 

* 

Fig. 2.7. IUustration of the deterministic naaire of quantization emr in zero-memory 
uniform quantization (step sUe A = 1). 
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2 The quantization error (Eq. 2.11) is also a random variable and its variance a, is 

defiaed as: 

The quantization error variance is the most important quantity for comparing the 

performances of a quaatizer. The signai-to-noise ratio can be written as: 

A uniform quantizer is of interest because of its simplicity The p(x) is constant 

within each input interval (ie., the input probability density is uniform over the quan- 

tixr's range). By giving equal intervals between the transition levels and the reconstnrc- 

tion levels, the uniform quantizer is also caUed a linear quantizer. For simplicity, we 

assume that the contribution of the overload region is negligible, so Eq. 2.13 becornes 

A A From Eq. 2.10, we get x, = y + - and x,- , = y& - 5 . Substituthg these values into 
2 

Eq. 2.15 gives 
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Kowever, since 

substituting Eq. 2.17 into Eq. 2.16. the variance of quantkition emx will be: 

For the uoiform quantuer, the PDF is 

where -V Lx I V. Substihiiing Eq. 2.19 into Eq. 2.12, we get 

then substituting Eq. 2.18. Eq. 2.20 and Eq. 2.2 1 into Eq. 2.14. the SNR of uniform quan- 

tizer is 

2 SNR = 10log ,,L [in dB] 

If we use a binary code for L, then L = and Eq. 2.22 becomes 

SNR = 20nlog ,02 6.02n [in dB] 
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Equation 2.23 indicates that for every hcreasing bit of the uniform quantuer the 

SNR will be impmved by 6 dB. Although Eq. 2.23 was derived by simplifying assuxnp- 

tions. this iinear relationship between S N '  a ~ ~ d  n, the quantkation bits, indeed hoids for 

other memoryless soums and quantizers. If the input signai PDF is Worm and a uni- 

form quantizer is wd, Eq. 2.23 predicts how many quantization bits are needed to 

achieve a certain SM,  or alternatively, for a given SNR value we c m  obtain the minimum 

number of quantization bits required by the quadzeri 

2.4.1. I Vector Quantization 

Vector quantization (VQ) is one of the lossy compression techniques (Sec. 2.3). 

According to Shannon's ratedistortion theoiy, a better performance is always achievable 

in theory by coding vectors instead of scalars [Gray84]. Vector quantization groups a 

number of input data as a vector and quantizes the vector instead of one data at a thne such 

as the scalar quantization (Sec. 2.4.1) [CORG93]. The vector quantizefs codebook design 

is the core technique of VQ that dictates the performance of the vector quantizer (encod- 

ing speed and quantization emr). In Nasrabadi and King's review article maKi88], many 

codebwk design algorithms are described. However. the Lloyd [Lloy79], LBG (Linde. 

Buzo and Gray) [LiBG80] and Kohonen Map Eoho90] are the most used algorithms 

[XuK093]. In chapter 5, we wiil show the resuit of applying the Lloyd algorithm to corn- 

press an image. 

Transform coding is aiso cailed block quantization MuSh63J. A block of data (X) 

is unitarily transfomed by a unitary matrix CI, so that a large fraction of its total energy is 

packed in relatively few traosform coefficients (e0, . . . , 8,- ), which are quantized inde- 

pendently (Q,, . .. , Q,- , ). The optimum quantizer is defhed as the one that minimizes 

the mean square error of the reproduced data for a given number of total bits 
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~a7l][Wint72][ZeN07~. The block diagram of transform coding is illustrated in 

Fig. 2.8. 

Fig. 2.8. Block diagram of transform coding (block quantization). 

nK forward and inverse transforms of a N x N image are shown in Eq. 2.25 and 

Eq. 2.26, respectively [Jain89]. To ensure that the mapping is a linear transformation and 

the inverse transformation exists, the transform matrix U must be a unitary matrix. If a i i  

elements of U are real then we can c d  U an orthogonal matrix [Goid9 11. For a unitary 

matrix LI, it satisfies Eq. 2.24 and its inverse matrix U' = fl 
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Note that X is the original N x N image; 8 is the matrix of uansfonn coefficients; 

U is the transform ma&; U f  is the conjugate of U and [pl is the Hemiiimi transpose of 

LI. The transformation fiinctions as a pmjection in which the signal space is *mapped into 

a transform space. 

Equations 2 2 5  and 2.26 indicate that the transformation cm be performed by &t 

transforming each column of X and then auisforming each row of the nsult to obtaïn the 

rows of 8. The most popular bear transforms are the discrrte cosine transfonn O, 
Hadamard, discrete Fourier nmrrfonn (Dm, fast Fourier transfotm and discmte 

wavelet transfom ( D m .  

Since II is a unitary ma* its column vectors are the orthogonal basis vectors. If 

the basis vectors are orthonormal, then the average sum of the variances of the transfonn 

coefficients is equai to the variance of the input data. 

1 1 2  1 N-l 2 2 
= N ~ [ ~ T ~ ]  = N - E [ X  (t)] = D~~ = o, 

2 where oOk is the variance of transform coefficient 8 (k) , k = O, ..., N-1. Please refer to 

Fig. 2.8 for the relationships between 8, X, and LI. 

2.4.2.2 Characteristics of Ttansfonn Coeflcients 

We use a simple example to introduœ the transform coding or block quantization. 

Let {x (n) } , n = û, 1, be an input sequence with x(0) = 2; x(1) = 3, and a linear transform 

spanned by two column vectors bo and bi, where 
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Apply to Eq. 2.25 in a one dimensional transform only. The transform coeffi- 

5 -1 cients 8 (0)  = - 
A ~ i - ~ ' "  = - 

are calculated h m  

5 -1 The transform coefficients - and - can be expressed in the form 
J2 & 

5 I e (O) = - = - [ x ( O )  + x ( l ) ]  
J2 f i  

Note 0 (O) and 0 ( 1) represent the sum and difference of the two input samples, 

and hence the power of low fkequency and high fkquency components in {x (n )  ) . For 

minimizing the mean squared error in the reconstmction, we expect that the coefficient 

0 (O) is more crucial than 8 ( 1) . This isolation of low and high kquency components 

is precisely the motivation for transform representation (Eqs. 2.30 and 2.3 1). The geomet- 

rical interpretations for Eq. 2.29 are shown in Fig. 2.9. 
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Fig. 2.9. (a) Geometrical interpretation for Eq. 2.29 and (b) new coordinate system. 
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Let us consider a population or ensemble of input sequences of length 2 

( { x  (n) ) , n = û, 1). Assume for illustration that each of these sequences exhibits a posi- 

tive adjacent sampie comlation as in Fig. 2.9(a). The members of such an ensemble of 

(.O), ~ ( 1 ) )  pairs wiii occupy the shaded eilipse-iike region of Fig. 2.9(b). Points in this 

region have the pmperty that their (x ,  x,) coordinates are highly correlateâ, while the 

(O,, 0 ,) coordinates are not. Given the 0, cmrdinate 0 (0) of a sample point, one 

expects the 8 ( 1) value to be smaller in magnitude. 

Figure 2.10(a) shows a 256 sample scan h e  of an image (256 x 256). The magni- 

tude of its DCT is shown in Fig. 2.10(b). From Figs. 2.10 (a) and (b), we can see clearly 

that the stationary bighly correlated source (scan he) becomes low correlated transform 

coefficients after DCT. This resdt is caused by the characteristic of the unitary transfom. 

Most unitary transforms have a tendency to pack a large hction of the average energy of 

the image into relatively few components of the traasform coefficients. Since the total 

energy is preserved, this means many of the transform coefficients wili contain very Little 

energy. 

The one dimensional DCT of a sequence {u ( r )  , O S t S N- 1 3 is defined as 

The inverse trançfom is given by 
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Fig. 2.10. (a) A 256sarnple scan liae of a gray-scale image, (b) DCi' of (a), (c) DWT of 
fa). 
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2.4.2.3 Optimum Bit AlCocation 

For unitary (orthogonal) traasfomis. the reconstruction em>r variance for an input 

block is the sum of error variances in the quantization of individual transfom coefficients. 

where O is the column vector of the transform coefficients, V is the colwin vector of 

2 quantization reconstruction values (see Fig. 2.8). a, is the reconstruction error variance 

2 
and aq is the quantization emt variance. The optimum bit ailocation for quantization of 

2 transform coefficients is used to minimize the a,. 

We assume tbat x (input vector) bas zero-mean and its elements are random varia- 

2 bles. The average su* of variances E [O (k)] = ai of the tninsform coefficients 0 (k) 

2 equals the variance of the input G, (dehed in Eq. 2.27). 

2 
The R, (bitdsample) is needed for coefficients 8 (k) of variance a*, if an aver- 

2 2 
age MSE aqk is not to be exceeded. Values of Q~~ are in general ciiffereut and so are the 

individual rates Rk . In iact, the problem of op<imizing a transform coding scheme can be 

stated as that of fmding an orthogonal (unitary) matrix, and then of finding a disrniution 

(allocation) of bits Rk such that the average coefficient e m r  variance 

is minimized with the constraint of a given average bit rate 
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To m b i m k  Eq. 2.37 and constrained by Eq. 2.38, the problem is solved in 

BuSc631, and an optimum bit allocation is given by 

2 where ai is the variance of quantizer j (j = 1, . . . , N - 1 ). 

The above result (Eq. 2.39) can be easiiy interpreted for the exampie of uniform 

quantizers operating witûout overload. Identical quantization emr variances result if al1 

2 A~ quantizers have the same step size A,  and hence the same a,= - (Eq. 2.18). However, 
12 

a coefficient wiih higher variance needs more levels than a coefficient of lower variance 

(as shown in Fig. 2.1 1), to match dynamic ranges of both the quantizer and the input. 

This is indeed guaranteed by the bit allocation result given by Eq. 2.39. 
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Fig. 2.1 1. Uniform quantization of coefficients and 0 without overioad. The identical 
2 2 step size A ensures ideutical error variances aq,, and a,, . The ciifferhg numbea of 

quantization levels depends on the variance of the input data. 

2.4.3.4 a n a l  Filters 

Bit ailocation as  discussed above is a complex strategy, especialiy if it is adaptive. 

It involves quantizers with different numbers of levels. It also involves reassignment pro- 

cedures. A simpler strategy is caiied zona1 filtering. The image transfom is oItered by a 

rond mask (Fig. 2. 12) such that oniy a hction of the transform coefficients are retained 

and the remaining ones are set to zero. The mask function can be descriid as 

SI located in the zone 
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=O, otherwise (2-40) 

where a&l) is the pixel of a two dimensionai image, the zone is the area of the zonai mask 

that transmits the transfonn coefficients. 

Fig. 2.12. Zona1 fdters for 2: 1, 4:1, 8:1, 16:l sample reduction. Bright areas are pass- 
bands, dark areas are stopbands. 

2.5 Summary of Chapter 2 

This chapter presents the requirernent for better hgerprint compression tech- 

niques. It is more difficult to compnss a hgerprint image than othet images because the 

decompressed image can be used in court as evidence. Lossless and lossy compression 

techniques are discussed in gened. W e  choose lossy compression techniques for two rea- 

sons: to achieve a higher compnssion ratio and to overcome the restriction of the human 

visual system (HVS). Transform coding and quantization are also discussed. In the wa 

chapter, we shaU d d b e  the wavelet transform as the basis for hgerprint compression. 
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WAVELET TRANSFORM AND PACKETS 

Like sines and cosines in Fourier analysis, wavelets are used as basis functions in 

representing other fimctions. Once the wavelet (sometimes caüed the mother wavelet) 

y (t) is fixeci, one c m  make a basis of translations and dilations of the mother wavelet 

Why shouid we use wavelets instead of the traditional Fourier methods? There are 

some important ciifferences be tween Fourier analysis and wavelets. Fourier basis func- 

tions are localized in frequency but not in tirne. Srnall fiequency changes in the Fourier 

transform WU produce changes everywhere in the the domain. Wavelets are local in 

both fiequencylscale (via dilations) and in time (via translations). This localization is an 

advantage in rnany cases- 

In particular, the wavelet transfonn 0 is of interest for the analysis of non-sta- 

tionary signals, because it provides an alternative to the classical short-time Fourier trans- 

form ( S m  or Gabor transfonn [Rive9 11. The basic Merence is as follows: in contrast 

to S m ,  which uses a single analysis window, the WT uses shon windows at high fre- 

quencies and long windows at low frequencies. 

Second, many classes of functions c m  be represented by wavelets in a more com- 

pact way. For example, functions with discontinuities and hinctions with sharp spikes 

usuaüy take substantially fewer wavelet basis hctions than sine-cosine basis fûnctions to 

achieve a comparable approximation. This sparse coding makes wavelets excellent tools 

in data compression. For example, the FBI bas standardized the use of wavelets in digital 

fingerprint image compression. The compression ratios are in the range of 20: 1, and the 

merence between the original image and the decompressed one can be perceived oniy by 

an expert WMii93J. 
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Standard Fourier analysis decomposes a signal flt) into hquency (f = o/2r) 

and phase components and determines the relative strength of each component It does not 

tell us when the signal exhibitcd the particalar frequency. If the fnquency content of a 

signal were to vazy drasticaiiy fmn internai to interval as in a musical scale, the standard 

forward and inverse Fourier transform 0 [ M a 9 2 1  

1 f ( t )  = 2n F (O) darda 

wouid sweep over the entire time axis and wash out any local anomalies (e.g., bursts of 

high fiequency) in the signal. 

Under such conditions, Gabor (1946) resorted to the windowed, short-time Fou- 

rier tmnsfonn ( S m ,  which moves a hed-duration window over the time fiinction and 

extracts the fiequency content in that interval. This would be suitable for signals that are 

locaiiy stationary, but globaily nonstationary. 

The STFï positions a window g(t) at some point r on the time axis, and calculates 

the Fourier iransform of the signal withh the extent or spread of the window. When the 

window g(t) is Gaussian, the STFT is cded a Gabor tramform. The basis fiinctions of this 

transform are generated by modulation and transformation of the window bction, 

where o and + are modulation and translation parameters, respectively, and the * denotes 

the complex conjugate. 

The window bction g(t) is also called a prototype fuaction, or sometimes, a 

mother fuaction. As 7 increases, the mother fiinction simply translates in time, while 
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keeping the spread of the window constant, 

Similariy, as the modulation parameter O increases, the transform simply translates 

in frequency, retaining a constant bandwidth. W e  see that each element & (bandwidth of 

g(t)) and f3, (bandwidth of G(a>), Fourier transform of g(t)) of the resolution ceiI &pw is 

constant for any fiequency o and time SB T as indicated by the rectangles of fixed area 

and shape in Fig. 3.1. 

Fig .3.1. Tme-frequency plane showing resolution ceiis for STFT. 

3.2 Wavelet ~ o r m  

Unlike the Fi' and STFT, the wavelet transform is founded on basis functions 

formed by dilation and translation of a prototype function W(t). These bais functions are 

short-duration, high-frcquency and long-duration, low-frequency functions. They are 

much better suited for npnsenting short bursts of high-frequency signals or long-dura- 

tion, slowly vary h g  signais. 
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Fig. 3.2. micd wavelet family in time and fkequency domains. 
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This concept is suggested by the scaling property of Fourier transfom. If y@) 

and Y(@ constitute a Fourier tra~sfom pair, then 

where a > O is a continuous variable. Thus a contraction in one domain is accompanied by 

an expansion in the other. but in a n o n d o m  way over the tirne-hquency plane. The 

wavelet f d y  is thus defined by sale and shift parameters a, b. as 

1 t - b  
( ~ a ~  0) = &) 

and the wavelet transform is the inner pmduct 

where a E R+, b E R, and * denotes the complex conjugate. 

For large a, the basis function becomes a stretched version of the prototype wave- 

let, that is, a low-fkquency function, while for small a. this bais fiuiction is a contracted 

version of the wavelet function, which is a short-time duration. highhquency function. 

Depending on the scaliag parameter a, the wavelet function iy(r) dilates or contracts in 

the ,  causing the corresponding contraction or dilation in the fkquency domain. Thus, the 

wavelet transform provides a flexible tirne-fhquency resolution. Figure 3.3 displays the 

the-frequency plane showing resolution celis for the wavelet transform. 
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Fig. 3.3. Time-kquency plane showing resolution ceb  for wavelet tramform. 

3.3 Two Channel QMF Bank 

Let h (k) , O 5 k < N be somefinite-impulre response (FU&) lowpass tilter with real 

coefficients, The mirror filter is deked as: 
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g ( k )  = (-1) &h (k) 

or, equivalentiy, in the 2-transform domah. 

G ( z )  = H(-z) 

Using the substitution O + - - W. and noting that the magnitude is an even fimc- 
2 

tion of w leads to 

Since this last form demonstrates the mirror image property of H (a) and G (a) 

about o = n/2, they are caiied quadrature mimrfilrers, or QMF [ M a 9 2 1  (RaVH961, 

and are show in Fig. 3.4. 
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The QMF fiùer bank structure is shown in Fig. 35. To guarantee the perfect 

reconstruction, i-e-, X (n) = x (n) . the QMFs must satisfy some conditions. 

Analysis stage I Synthesis stage 

Fig. 3.5. Two channel QMF bank. 

In summary of [AkHa92]. the conditions for perfect reconstruction in the CWO- 

channel QMF are 

and this c m  be achieved by the foiiowing selection of a 
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(3.13) 

This demonstrates that the impulse response { h  (k) ) and {g (k) ) are orthogond to 

each other. In the time domain, we have 

3.4 Wavelets from Filter Banks, DWT 

The objective of ihis section is to connect the wavelet transforrn (DWT) and 

QMFs. Let h(k) and g(k) be the filter cofficients of lowpass and highpass QMF respec- 

tively. The wavelet., y ( t ) ,  can be constnicted nom a scaling function. The scaling h c -  

tion @ ( t )  wiii be linked to the choice of a lowpass QMF, h(k). The g(k) c m  be found by 

Eq. 3.14. 

A decomposition of the whole fiinction space into individuai subspaces foiiowing 

a multiple scales is know as multiresolution [StDS95]. In multiresolution, there are two 

familes of subspaces, Vi and Wi, -00 c i <  m. The spaces Vi are increashg as i 

increases. The spaces Wi are the differences between the Vi . In summary of [ErHJ96], 

the farnily of subspaces Vi must satisfy the foiiowing four requirements. 
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- 
(1) VicVi+i and n V i =  {O} and U V i  = L~ (3.17) 

(4) V. has au ozthonornial basis {@ (t - k) }. (3.20) 

where -O < t < - and k = 0, 1, 2. ... is the sbift tirne. A fiiaction f ( t )  in the whole space 

has a projection in each subspace. Those projections contain more and more of the fidl 

information in f (t). The projection in Vi is cded fi (t) . 

Now, we identify the second family of subspaces. Wi contains the new informa- 

tion A& (t) = f;: + i (t) -& (t) . This is the detail at level i. From the viewpoint of indi- 

vidual functions, 

fi (0 + A !  (0 =&+ ($1 

and from the viewpoint of the subspaces they lie in, these are 

where @ denotes the direct sum. Here, Wi is the orthogonal complement of Vi, within the 

large space Vi + , . Each hinctioa in Vi + , is the sum of two orthogonal parts, f i  in Vi and 

A& in Wi. When we start from Vo , and add up detaiis (subspaces). then we have 

V0@ W 0 O  w, O ... e wi = vi+* 

For the functions in these subspaces, this equation is simply 

The construction of wavelets has succeeded by hding the Vi, through the scaling 
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function $ (t) .  Then the wavelet spaces Wi are the differences between V,, and Vi. 

Similady for Hter banks. we design a QMF lowpass filter h(k), then the highpass filter 

g(k) can be found by Eq. 3.14. To mainiain this anaiogy betwecn contlliuous and d i s c ~ t e  

wavelet transfonns, Fig. 3.6 shows the filter banks. At each step, the highpass fùter pro- 

duces the new detaü A& fi Wi. 

ADD: $+I 

Fig. 3.6. Multireso1ution of filter banks. 

3.4.2 Dilation and Wavelet Equations 

Summarizing m)iJ96], the dilation equation 

is a direct consequence of V , c  VI. There wiIi be a finite set of coefficients 

h (O) ,  . . . , h (N) when the function $ ( t )  is supported on [O. N].  From the orthogonal- 

ity of the basis {@ ( t  - k) }. we have the following characteristics of the coefficients 

h (k): 
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unit vectoc ç lh(k)12= 1 

Double-shift= z h ( k ) h ( k - m ) =  O f o r n t 0  

Let us consider the Daubechies 4 wavelet, Daub4, as shown in Fig. 3.7 -21. 

Fig. 3.7. Mother wavelet of Daub4. 

The response h(k) has four coefficients 

h(O), hW,  h(2), h(3) = 1 + &, 3 + f i .  3 - f i ,  1 - & times &/8. 

Their sum equals f i  and their surn of squares is unity. They are orthogonal to their dou- 

ble shifts, because h(O)h(2) + h(l)h(3) = O. From these coefficients, we construct @ ( t )  by 

solving the Mowing diiation equation 

The scaling îùnctions 6 (2't - k) are orthogonal at each sale separately. They are 

not orthogonal across scales. The function @ ( t )  in V ,  is also in VI. So @ ( t )  is not 

orthogonal to the basis function @ (2t  - k)  in Vl . Orthogonality a m s s  scales cornes 

fiom the wavelet subspaces Wi and their basis action Wik ( t ) .  
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The translates of y (t) span Wo - The translates of yr (2%) span Wi. Those 

spaces are orthogonal because Wo c Vi and V i l  Wi. The wavelet equation (Eq. 3.27) 

produces the wavelet directly fiom the scaling fùnction: 

The g (k) can k obiained h m  a fiip construction of h (k), 

g (k) = ç (-1) N-kh (N- k) 
k 

For example, from the Daubechies wavefet @aub4), we start with the four hs. Then the 

Rip construction (Eq. 3.28) gives the four gs (to normaiize, multiply by &8): 

g(0). g(1). g w .  g(3) = 1 - a. 4 3  - J5 1 9  3 + f i .  4 1  + f i  1. 
Their sum is zero. Their sum of squares (normalized) is 1. They are orthogonal to 

their double shifts. because the hs are orthogonal to their double shifts. From these coeffi- 

cients the wavelet equation gives the Daubechies 4 wavelet y (t) 

3.5 Wavelet Packets 

The pyramid structured wavelet transform decomposes a signal into a set of fke- 

quency channels that have nmwer  bandwidths in the lower frequency region. The trans- 

form is suitable for signals consisting primarily of smooth components, so that their 

information is conceatrated in the low frequency regions. However, it may not be suitable 

for quasi-periodic signals such as speech signals whose domiDant frequency channels are 

located in the rniddle frequency region. To analyze quasi-periodic signals, the concept of 

wavelet bases has been generalized to include a library of modulated wavefonn orthonor- 
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mal bases, calleci wavelet packet bases [wick94] or sirnply wavelet packets. 

In summary of [ChKu93]. the iibrary of wavelet packet basis fiiactions 

00 

{ wp,} c m  be generated by 
n = O  

WP,, ( t )  = f i z h  (k) WP,, (Zr - k) 
k 

where the function WPo (t) can be identified with the scaiing fiinction + and WP, ( t )  

with the mother wavelet W. Then, the library of wavelet packet bases caa be defined to be 

the collection of orthonormai bases, composed of hctions of the fom WP,(Z'~ - k) , 

where 1, k, E 2, n E N. Each element of the library is detennined by a subset of the indi- 

ces: a scaling parameter 1, a locaiization parameter k. and an oscillation parameter n. The 

tree-structured wavelet transform as shown in Fig. 3.8, provides an algorithmic approach 

to represent a function in terms of a ce& wavelet packet basis. 

The 2-D wavelet (or wavelet packet) basis functions can be expressed by the ten- 

sor product of 1-D wavelet (or wavelet packet) basis functions dong the horizontal and 

vertical directions. The corresponding 2-D filter coefficients can bc expressed as 

hL,(k,0 = h(k)h(l), 

where the first and second subscripts denote the lowpass and highpass QMF characteris- 

tics in x and y directions, respectively. 

The simplest case is based on tree struchued fdter banks. which generates wavelet 

packets maVH96]. 
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ABBB 
0 '  

- 

Fig. 3.8. The meanhg of chaanel ABBB in (a) fiequency decomposition of wavelet 
transform domain (wavelet packet) and (b) tree structured representation. 

3.6 Summary of Chapter 3 

In this chapter. we explained the nason for using the wavelet transfom instead of 

the Fourier transfonn or the short-time Fourier tramform. The dilation and translation 

characteristics of the wavelet traasform are advantagews for analyzing a non-stationary 
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signai, such as hgerprint images. The disate wavelet transfonn @WT) can be imple- 

mented by chwsing proper quadrature mimr nIters (QMFs). Ln section 3.3 and 3.4 we 

gave a summary of QMFs and the comectioa between wavelets and fiiters. The Daub- 

echiu wavelet (Daubrl) that will be used in Chap. 5 was discussed as an exampie. A sum- 

mary of a wavelet packet was givea in Sec. 3.5. The wavelet packets can provide more 

decompositions than DWTs and will be used for our experiments in Chap. 5. 



AND 
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CHAPTER 4 

The concept of dimansion has various mathematical comotations, the most corn- 

mon of which is known as the topological (or Euclidean) dimension DE which is an inte- 

ger. Thus point, he, plane (swfiice), and space (volume) have dimension zem, one, two, 

and three, respectively. The appearance of objects such as the Cantor set (Fig. 4.1) and 

Koch c w e  (Fig. 4.2) triggered a search for a better definition of dimension. As a result, 

the concept of dimension was M e r  advanced h m  integer to fraction. 

The fkactal dimension DF is usually a fraction. A h c t a l  dimension can k inter- 

preted simply as the "degree of meande~g" (or roughness, or brokemess, or irregularity) 

of an object [KiosgS]. This concept derived from the self-similarity property (power law), 

and is related to the logarithmic quotient between the change in the object. There are at 

least 19 different fiactal dimensions [Kins95], but in tbis chapter we only focus on the 

Hausdorff (alias box couating, or capacity, or Kolmogorov) dimension (DH), Rényi 

dimension ( D e )  and Mandelbrot (alias multihctal) dimension (DMAN) measurements. 

We will often use the fractal â.imensions either to measure the complexity of an 

object, or to assess the nurnber of degrees of freedom of the underlying chaotic process, 

such as strange attractors (see Section 4.2). Strange attractors often do have a structure; 

they are self-simiiar (one scale) or self-afhe (more than one sale). And they have fracta1 

dimensions that hold important clues for out attempts to understand chaotic systerns. 

Recently, Michael Barnsley developed the Iterated Function System (IFS) 

[BaHu93] which can approximate many ordinary images by a superposition of the strange 

attractors of a Wted number of fracta1 (affine) transformations and each transformation 

occurring with a given probability ~rsc95]~aHV94]. With the IFS concept, we can treat 

images as strange attractors. Furthemore, the wavelet coefficients of an image can also 
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be considered to be an approximation of a strange attractor mKi97] and c m  be anaiyzed 

by their m u i ~ c t a l i t y .  

4.1 Fractais and Self-Similsrity 

Some mathematical hctals, such as the Cantor set (Fig. 4.1) and the Sierpinski 

gasket (Fig. 4.3), have properties of both self-similarity and symmetry (mirror symmetry). 

To avoid any confusion between symmetry and selfsimilarity we k t  review their defini- 

tion. 

Symmetry itself is one of the most fundamentai concepts of human thought. By 

symmetry we mean an invariance to change: something stays the same, in spite of some 

potentiaily significant aiteration. Mirror symmetry; that is, invariance to ûipping sides, is 

perhaps the most widely noticed symmetry. The most common type of invariance to 

changes in size is cailed self-similarity or, if more than one scaie factor is uivolved, self- 

affhity. 

Selfsimilarity comes in many different shapes and forms. Kinsner m s 9 5 ] ,  

described different kinds of self-similarities such as continuous, discrete, detenninistic, 

and probabilistic. A few cases of ~el~similarîty are mathematicaliy exact (Fig. 4.1 - 4.4); 

however, most instances in the real world are only approximately self-similar. 

4.1.2 Fractals 

There is no single definition of k t a l s .  Mandelbrot dehes  it as follows: "a frac- 

ta1 is a set for which the Hausdorff-Besicovitch (hctal) dimension strictly exceeds the 

topological dimension". Fractais can aiso be cailed nondinerentiable sets -951. Rob- 

ert L. Devaney defines it as "a subset in R~ which is self-similar and whose fhctai dimen- 

sion exceeds its topoiogical dimension" [Kins94]. Ham Lauweriet defines it as "a 
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geometrical figure that coosists of au identical motif repeating itself on an ever-reduced 

scde" Wuw9 11. 

Now let us look at some mathematicai h t a l s  as examples. AU of them have the 

properties of self-similarity and symmetry. 

Georg Cantor thought up somehing that one could caU the oldest fiactal, Cantor 

point-set Duw91]. He started with the closed unit interval [O, 11, then wiped away the 

open middle third (;, f ) and npeated the process on the remaining two segments (BT = 22) 

1 of length r = - (see Fig. 4.1). 
3 

Fig. 4.1. Cantor set. 

The Koch curve, iliustnited in Fig. 4.2, is generated by the foiiowing iterated pro- 

cedure. We start off with a be-segment, the base, and remove the middle ihird. Then, 

we 6il the gap with the upright sides of an equiiateral triangle. In this way, a bent line con- 

sisting of four equd iine-segments. the so-called motif, results. In the next phase, each 

one of the four line-segments is taken as a base and replaced by the corresponding scaled- 

d o m  motif. 
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Fig. 4.2. Koch curve. 

The Sierpinrki gasket (Fig. 4.3) is obtahed by starting with an equilateral triangle. 

Then, we divide this equilateral triangle into four smaller equilateral triangles, of which 

the middle one is removed. This way, a trianguiar hole is produced. Wïth the three 

remaining solid equilateral triangles we proceed in just the same way, so that three smaiier 

triangular holes appea. In Figure 4.3, we have carried out just one more step, but the 

process can be repeated indennitely. 

The generator of the Sierpinski carpet is the unit square with the central square of 

1 1 side length - deleted. In the next iteration, the centrai squares of side length - are 
3 9 

1 removed from the eight remaining squares of side length - Infinite iteration produces the 
3 -  

Sierpinsùi carpet, appmximated by the dark ana in Fig. 4.4. 
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Fig. 4.3. Sierpinski gasket. 

Fig. 4.4. Sierpinski carpet. 
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41.3 Hausdo# Dimension of a Fractal 

When Mandelbrot introduced the concept of a t'ractal in L977. he aiso introduced 

the term fractal dimension, a concept of dimension he based on a definition given by 

Hausdorff in 1919 -9]. 

We use a concept of a neighbourhood, wbich could be a s m d  region on any shape 

(often cailed a bal1 or volume element or vel for short -95]), centmi on a point on. or 

in the vicinity of, the fractal. Note, the neighbourhood in 1D could be a line segment. We 

start the measurement with a box (cm be any shape) of size rk and count the nwnber 

N ( r )  of boxes required to cover the object (hctal). Figure 4.5 iuustrates the measure- 

ment. 

Fig. 4.5. r-mesh cubes, sale = Ur, N, = 19. (After m s 9 5 ] )  

Repeat the mesure with an ever-reducing size ri where rk is the &th measure 

size. If there is a power-law relation between rk and Nk (rk) as shown below 
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then the Hausdorff dimension is defmed as 

Table 4.1 üsts more Hausdorff dimensions (DH) caiculated for dinetent mathe- 

matical fractals. 

Table 4.1. DH of the Cantor set, Koch c w e ,  Sierpinski gasket 

and Sierpinski carpet. 

1 Fractals 1 Hausdodf Dimension (D,) I 
Cantor set 
(Fig. 4.4) 

Koch curve 
(Fig. 4.5) 

Sierpinski gasket 
(Fig. 4.6) 

Sierpinski carpet 
(Fig. 4.7) 

Fractals have greatly increased our ability to describe nature. There are many phe- 

nomena in various sciences that require a generaiization of the hctal  concept to include 

intricate structures with more than one scaïing exponent. Many of these matters are in fact 

characterized by an entire s p e c m  of components, of which the Hausdorff dimension 

(D,) is only one. The generalucd hctals used to deal with these cases are cded muiti- 
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fractals. 

Many strange attractors of nonlinear dynamic systems are m u i ~ t a l s .  In this 

section we take the Henon strange attractor as an exampk and then introduce sorne muiti- 

fiactal dimensions which can analyze these self-affme objects (mule ta i s ) .  

4.2.1 Strange Ath-uctor 

Strange attractors are among the most important realizations of muitifractais. An 

attractor of an iteration xn + = f (x,) is a single point or an indecomposable bounded set 

of points to which starting values xo h m  the attractor's ''basin of attraction" converge as 

n + . A strange attractor is an attractor for which the iterates x, depend sensitively on 

the initial xo ; that is, arbitrarily close initial values WU become macroscopicaiiy separated 

for a sufficiently large n. Poincaré sections of continuous strange attractors or strange 

attractors resulthg fiom maps are fiactal dusts with a h t a l  dimension smaiier than the 

Euclidean dimension of the embedding space [ScW 1][GrOY87]. 

Michael H h o n  introduced a two-dimensional, two-parameter map which is weli 

known as the Hénon strange attractor. The Hénon strange attractor is generated by the fol- 

lowing equations: 

For a = 1.4 and b = 0.3, the Hénon strange attractor after 10,ûûû iterations is 

s h o w  in Fig. 4.6(a). Figure 4.6(b) and (c), show successive enlargements of the smaii 

square in the preceding figure. When the scale is changed (zoom in) we can observe a 

Cantor-set iike structure. This suggests that we may regard the attractor in Fig. 4.6(c), for 

example, as king essentiaily a Cantor-set of approximately paraile1 curves. 
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Fig. 4.6. Hénon strange ateactor. (a) the entire attractor, @)enlargement of portion show 
by square in pan (a). (c) another enlargement of squared portion in a). 
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4.2.2 Can an Image be Treuted as a Strrmge Attractor? 

By a real world image, we mean an idealized entity that does not reaiiy exist, just 

as a mathematical iine or triangie dœs not exit DaHu93J. The nal world images capture 

intuitive feelings that we have about the visud world These feelings relate to the way we 

interact visuaily with the physical world; we can look closely at one thing, and from far 

away at another. Images feel as though they are analog entities chat belong to an hfhitely 

divisible world. These feelings are not exactly correct; they do not fit pncisely with r d -  

ity, but they aiiow our brains to cope with the complexity of what they perceive. These 

feelings are tnie more or less, over a range of scales, and to an approximation and they 

contain valid information about the nature of the physical world 

Moreover, a real world image cannot be defined as a physical object, such as an 

actual photograph, or the actual pattern of light that falls upon the retina of the eye. We 

usually perceive photographs (analog or digital) as static objects. That means the resolu- 

tion (scaie) is bounded, as shown in Fig. 4.7. But *As point of view tells us Iittle about the 

evolution or generation of a given growing structure PeJs92J. 

Pixel B 

Pixel A 

I al-a4 contribute to pixel A 

Fig. 4.7. The grayscaie of each pixel of a digitai image (scaamd photograph) stands for 
the energy in a certain area (e.g.. a box) that is nstricted by the resolution. 
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IFS hctals c m  be used to appximate d world images; they have the property 

that they are themselves models for rd world images, and, at the s a m  the, they are 

fdly defined by finite strings of zems and ones. Figure 4.8 shows the Burnley's fem that 

is generated by the followingfracal trunsfonnatio~~~ (FL? FaHV943 

with the probability distribution pl = 0.0 1, pz = 0.85, ps = 0.07 and pd = 0.07. 

Figure 4.9 illustrates the successive enlargements of the Barnsley's fern image. 

When we scale up (zoom in), we see that the enlarged image turns to Cantor-set Wre dust 

(Fig. 4.9(c)). Compared to the enlarged Hénon strange attractor as shown in Fig. 4.6(c), 

we find that they have the same following properties, (Y, y') (next position) is non-pre- 

dictable, two different pixels never overlap (i.e.. (x' l, y' ) f (X'*, yV2 ) if (xI, y ) f 

(x,, y2) ) ,  both are sensitive to initiai conditions. Actualiy, Barnsley's fern is a strange 

attractor and we can present it as a grayscale image, as shown in Fig. 4.9(a). 

To answer the question "Can an image be treated as a strange attractor?' oour 

answer is positive. Barnsley showed that most ordinary images can be approximated by a 

superposition of several strange attractors generated by IFS. That is also the concept he 

uses for the fiactal compression of images. 
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Fig. 4.8. Barnsley's fern image, generated by Eq. 4.54.8. The IFS begins h m  a starting 
image, (a) a square and the iterated images after (b) one iteration, (c) two iterations. (d) 
6ve iterations, (e) 15 iterations and (e) 100 iterations. 
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Fig. 4.9. (a) Barnsley's fem image, (b) ealarged portion of the square in (a). (c) enlarged 
portion of the square in (b). In (c) we find that the image turns into points. 

4.2.3 Multzfiuctal Dimensions 

As we already how, self-similarity and self-affinity are indicators of fractai smic- 

tures. This means that the mathematicai fiactals could be scaled indennitely towards 

either of the two limits: O and - . However. morphological self-similarity may not imply 

self-similarity in other measures such as entropy. spectnun, or variance [Kiiis95]. 

The morphological-based dimensions. such as DHT can be used if the distribution 

of a mesure (such as probebility) is d o m  (Le., if the h t a i  is homogeneous) or the 

information about the distribution is not avdable. For those inhomogeneous h t a l s  

(such as the Hénon smge  amactor) we have ta use entropy-basai dimensions. This class 

of dimensions includes: information dimension, comlation dimension. Rhyi geneued  
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entropy dimension, and multifiactal (Mandelbmt) dimension. In this section we oniy 

focus on the last two dimensions because the information and correlation dimensions are a 

specid case (q = 1 for iaformation and q = 2 for codation) of the Rényi dimension. 

4.2.3.1 Rényi Dimension 

In 1955 the mathematician A Rény attempted to generalue the concept of entmpy 

of a probability distribution, H, (Eq. 4.1 1). First let us consider a covering of N, vels, 

each with diameter r. Assume that thejth vel is intersected by the stochastic fiactal (such 

as Hénon strange attractor) with a kquency ni. We c m  then define the probability (rela- 

tive frequency) ofjth vel as: 

where the total number of points in al l  the vels is 

The Rény entropy is d e b d  as: 

(4. IO) 

where q is called the moment order. Note that, q is not necessariïy an integer. If we 

assume the foilowing power-law relation 
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then the Rhyi dimension is 

For q = 0, the Rényi dimension becomes the similarity dimension, Ds and 

Hausdorff dimension, DH . The following equation shows this relation. 

Similarly, we find that D, becomes the information dimension, DI for q = 1 and 

the correlation dimension, Dc for q = 2. The magnitude of DH, D I ,  and Dc satisw the 

foilowing relation: 

For q -+ O, only the highest probability p,, in the sum in equation 4.14 counts. 

Hence the Rényi dimension D, (q + ) kcomes 
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Conversely, for q + -.. the smallest probability p,, , convols the sum. ThusT 

the Rényi dimension D, (q + -oo ) becornes 

In generai, for any two dimensions with different q, 

D, 1 D,. for q cq' (4.19) 

Thus, D, is a monotonically nonincreasing hinction of q (see Fig. 4.10). One exception is 

a strictly self-similai hctal ,  such as Sierpinski gasket, where the D, has the same value 

in the entire range -ao S q S o.. For a given object, the spread of the curve is an indicator 

of its rnuitifractality. 

For a given strange attractor F (e.g.. Hénon strange attractor), if there is more than 

one correspondhg Rdnyi dimension Dq for a range of q, then we can say that the attractor 

F is described by multiple fiactals F, . Since q may be noninteger, a continuous s p e c m  

of fractals may be required to describe the structure of F. 

ai- 
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Fig. 4.10. Rényi dimension Dq of Hénon strange attractor. 

4.2.3.2 Mandelbrot Dimension 

Consider a recursive process generating a nonun80nn ftactal (Le., rescaled regions 

of different sizes ri) with inhomogeneous measures (Le.. regions with different probabili- 

iies Pi at each rescaled region). An example of such a process is shown below. 
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For a nonunifonn fracta1 with inhomogeneous distn'bution. the local relationship is 

ai p - ( r . )  J I  for ai=[-,-] (4.20) 

where ai is a noninteger which depends on the selected region of the measure. For K = 2 

we find that there are two vels with the same probability Pl  but of different sue, rl and 

r, , respectively. If we suppose P 1 = 0.5, rl = 0.5 and r3 = 0.125. then h Eq. 4.16 we 

have 

a, = 1 and a3 = 3. Skce r3 is smaller than rl and both regions have the same probabil- 

ity, we can Say the density in region B is higher than A and that implies > al . Thus, 

the exponent u corresponds to the strength of the local singulanty of the measure, and is 

cded  the Holder exponent. 

In addition, we can consider how many vels have the same a. In general, the 

number of vels with a specinc a has the following power-law relation: 

where f (a) is the fracta1 Mandelbrot dimension, DmN, of the a subset [Kins95]. The 

exponent a is analogous to the energy, whiie f (a) is analogous to the entropy as a huic- 

tion of energy. 

The Holder exponent a can be obtained by taking the derivative with respect to 

the Rényi exponent q 

and f (a) = f, is obtained h m  
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Figure 4.1 1 shows the MandeLbmt dimension DM, of the H&on strange attrac- 

tor. At its maximum, f (a) is equal to the Hausdorff dimension and dso to the 0th order 

Rényi dimension Do. 

Fig. 4.1 1. Maadelbrot dimension DMAN of Henan smge  attractor. 

4.2.3.3 Mandelbmt Dimension of a Segrnented Image 

An image can be treated appmximately as a strange attractor (see Section 4.2.2). 

A segmentation of an image is part of the image and can be analyzed by its muitif'ractality. 

The relationship between the image and its segmentation stiii holds in their correspondhg 

mu1tifracta.i spectra. Since in the definition of Maadelbrot dimension (Eq. 4.23), the expo- 

nent a is analogous to the energy, while f (a) is analogous to the entropy as a function of 
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energy. Now. we use Lena and its four segmentations (each segmentation occupies a quar- 

ter of the histogram of k) as an example to explain the relatiomhip arnong segmenta- 

tions in the multifrsictal spectnt 

Fig. 4.12. (a) Onginal Lena image, segmentation of (a) with grayscale range of (b) 2 to 63. 
(c) 64 to 127, (d)128 to 191, (e) 192 to 255, (f) Mandelbrot dimension Dm, of Lenu and 
its segmentations ((b) - (e)). 
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Figure 4.12 shows that the a,, refiects p,, and a,, reflects pme. This is an 

important property for muitifiactal spectra analysis. in chapter 5 we will use this property 

to analyze the multifhctal spectra of wavelet coefficients. 

In this chapter, we reviewed the concept of a fiactal, muitinactal and &ta1 

dimensions. We select4 several mathematical fiactals, such as the Cantor set, Koch 

curve, and Sierpinski gasket, as examples to descni how to generate a h t a l .  The self- 

similarity and powcr law which are the essentiai parts of fiactals were also discussed. The 

Hausdorff dimension can be used to measure those fractals mentioned above. Multifrsic- 

tais such as the Hénon suange attcactor must be characterizad by multiftactal measures 

such as the Rényi dimension (LIq ) and Mandelbrot dimension (DMM,, ). B y applying the 

IFS, we showed that an image cm be treated as a strange attractor and can be analyzed by 

the Mandelbrot dimension. We also gave an example of using DMan to measure the seg- 

mentations of an image. In the next chapter we wîli apply (DMan) to wavelet msform 

coefficients of fingerprint images and use the muitifr;ictality for image compression. 
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CHAPTER 5 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Since our hunum vision system (HVS) can distinguish ody a Wted molution aod 

perceives an image as a nonlinear fiuiction of intensities, it appcars that information 

(entropy) reduction techniques are the kst candidates for fîngerprint image compression. 

The quality requirement for a reconsmcted fingerprint image is higher than other images 

(such as Lena) because the cl- of the ridge and the sharpness of the edge must be main- 

tained. The lossy (entropy reduction) compression technique used in ihis Chapter is trans- 

form coàing. Although we have discussed the concept of traasfonn coding techniques for 

image compression in Chapter 2 and explahed the reason for choosing the wavelet trans- 

fonn instead of other h e a r  transforms (such as DFï) in Chapter 3, we would like to 

emphasize its advantage again. Figure 5.1 (a) shows a two dimensional gray-scale finger- 

print, whüe Fig. 5.1 (b) presents it in 3D, and shows its DWT coefficients in (c). From 

Fig. 5.1 (b), we cm see that the energy (gray-scale) is UILiformly spread if we ignore the 

white band at the bottom of the image. However, a large fraction of its total energy is 

packed into relatively few traasform coefficients as s h o w  in Fig. 5.1 (c). 

By using the property of the transformation (energy is presented by a few trans- 

form coefficients), we apply five dinerent methods to cornpress iingerprint images. The 

purpose of utilizing so many dinemt methods is to leam the advantages and disadvan- 

tages of each method and to try to develop a better solution. We propose two new tech- 

niques, quadtree decomposition with multijkactal a ~ f y s i s  (QDMA) and wavelet packet 

with multifiactol analysis (WPMA), using the Mandelbrot singuiarity mesure to analyze 

each subbaad of a wavelet packet that can help us to decide which subbands cm be 

ignored for storage or transmission and which can be used for the optimal bit allocation 

(OBL) algorithm BrBH931. 

We have improved the wavelet scalor quonti#ion method (WSQ, the FBSs grayy 

scale fingerprht image compression standard) FeBI931 by adding the new technique, 

WPMA, described above. An alternative technique, vector qucu~&tztion (VQ), is applied 
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to fulfill the quantization techniques. A summary is also given at the end of this Chapter. 

Fig. 5.1. (a) 5 12 x 5 12.8 bpp fhgerpRnt image, (b) 3D presentation of (a); note then is a 
wide white band at the bottom of (a), (c) DWT coefficients of (a) in 3D. 
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Based on the concept that the larger the D m  coefficients the more important for 

reconstruction quality, the energy is concentratcd in the corner as shom in Fig. 5.1 (c). 

The =ason that we use a zona1 blier (mask) to eIiminate those coefficients outside the 

mask is that usuaUy they are d e r  than &ose inside the mask. The block diagram is 

shown in Fig. 5.2. The geometricd shape of the zonai filter mask is illustrateci in Fig. 5.3. 

The experimental resuit is listed in Table 5.1 and Fig. 5.4 presents the reconshucted 

images. 

Transform (lossless) 

Data Decompression 
Wavelet Transfonn 

Fig. 5.2. A basic image compression scheme by using zonai filter mask. 

Fig. 5.3.2onal filter masks, bnght areas are passbands, dadc areas are stopbands. 
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Table 5.1. Enperimental d t s  of using the zonal mask method. 

I RaEoasaoctsd images 1 Compression ratio 1 PSN. - 1 ushg various zonal masks 

I 2: 1 1 1.59 : 1 (5.03 bpp) 1 24.71 dB 1 
. . - - - - - - 

I 4: 1 1 2.83 : 1 (2.82 bpp) 1 26.13 dB 1 
1 8 : l  1 5.06 : 1 (1.58 bpp) 1 19.56 dB 1 
1 16: 1 1 9.53 : 1 (0.84 bpp) 1 18.19 dB 1 

Fig - 5  -4. (a) Original image (5 12x 5 12 8 bpp), reconstnicted images of using (b) 4: 1, 
(c) 8: 1 and (c) 16: 1 zonal mask in Fig. 5.3. 
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When we observe the recomtmcted images in Fig. 5.4 we fhd that the quaüty of 

those using a diagonai shape zonai mask is pooret than those using a retangular shape. 

The reason is that the diagonal shape depresses the y direction (vextïcal) DWT coefficients 

more than the x direction (horizontal). That is why we cm see the noise in the y direction 

in Fig. 5.4 (c). Because we are not ushg a synnernk wmtelet @mrifonn (SWT) Bris941 

the boundary noise becoms si@cant when we eliminate al l  transform coefficients 

ouside the zona1 mask Of course the quality of the recoiismicted images wïii get worse if 

we make the maclc d e r .  

5.2 Direct Thresholding 

In wavelet decomposition the filter H is an averaging nIter wbiie its mirror cou- 

terpart G produces de-. The wavelet coefficients correspond to details. When the 

details are smaii, they might be omitted without substantiaily affecthg the "general pic- 

ture" wi93]. Thus the idea of direct thresholding wavelet coefficients is a way of 

removing uniniportant details which are considered to be noise. 

Threshold value -i Thnshold 1- 

Data Compression 
(lossless) 

+ 
Inverse Data Decompression 

Wavelet Transform (Iossless) 

Fig. 5.5. A basic image compression scheme by using thresholding WT coefficients. 
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The absolute vatues of ai i  wavelet coefficients are compand to a 6xed threshold T. 

If the magnitude of the coefficient is less than T. the coenicient is replaced by zero 

djk8 = O, if + < T 

Figure 5 5  shows the block d h p m  and Table 5.2 lists the comsponding ex@- 

mental results. 

Table 5.2. Experimental results of using duect thresholding method. 

Tiuncation 
value (T)  ratio (%) 

Compression ratio 

1.24 : 1 (6.41 bpp) 

1.39 : 1 (5.75 bpp) 

1.55 : 1 (5.14 bpp) 

1.72 : 1 (4.63 bpp) 

1.89 : 1 (4.21 bpp) 

2.22 : 1 (3.59 bpp) 

2.72 : 1 (2.93 bpp) 

2.89 : 1 (2.76 bpp) 

3 .U : 1 (2.47 bpp) 

3.58 : 1 (2.23 bpp) 
-- - - 

6.35 : 1 (1.25 bpp) 
- - - -  

7.41 : 1 (1.08 bpp) 

8.45 : 1 (0.94 bpp) 

9.58 : 1 (0.83 bpp) 

11.75 : 1 (0.68 bpp) 

12.92 : 1 (0.62 bpp) 

----  

28.98 : 1 (0.27 bpp) 
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In Fig. 5.6. we find that the compression ratio increases abmptly when the trunca- 

tion is over 90 96. Unfortunately the quaiïty of the recoustructed image (as shown in Fig. 

5.7) becomes unacceptable (the ridges are smeared) w k n  the -cation is over 90 %. 

The maximum compression ratio achievable by this method is in the range of 6 : 1 at 30 

dB PSNR. 

Fig. 5.6. Effects of % tmncation on the (a) quality, (b) compression ratio for the images in 
Table 5.2. 
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Fig. 5.7. (a) original image (512x 512 8 bpp), reconstmcted images (part of Table 5.2) of 
tmncation @) 6996, (c) 92% , (d) 94%. (e) 96% and (f) 99%. 
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Zemtree is a data structure for cornpressing wavelet coefficients [Shap93]. A 

wavelet coefficient x is said to be insikaificaat with respect to a given threshold T if 

14 < T. The zemtree is based on the hypothesis that if a wavelet coefficient at a coarse - 

scale (which is called the parent) is insignincant with respect to a given threshold T, thea 

a i l  wavebt coefficients of the same orientation in the same spatial location at ber  scales 

(which are called descendants) are IiLely to be însigdicant with respect to 7: Note that in 

particular, the larger coefficients are deemed more important than smailer coefficients 

regardless of their scale. For a QMF-pyramid subband decomposition, the parent-child 

dependencies are shown in Fig. 5.8. Table 5 3  lists the experimentai result and the recon- 

structed images are shown in Fig. 59. 

- - 

Fig. 5.8. Zerotree (3 scales) parentcbiid dependencies of subbands. 

-75- 
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Table 5.3. Experimental resuits of using zerotree method 

Fig. 5.9. (a) Original image (5 12x 512 8 bpp), reconstmcteâ images of various PSNR 
(b) 33.76 dB at 1.48 bpp , (c) 29.63 dB at 0.84 bpp and (c) 26.09 dB at 0.47 bpp. 

Thres ho1 d 
(T) 

v 

16 
, 

32 

64 

PSNR (dB) 

33.76 

29.63 

26.09 

Compression ratio 
I 

5.37 : 1 (1.48 bpp) 

9.52 : 1 (0.84 bpp) 

17.08 : 1 (0.47 bpp) 
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In Table. 5.3 we find the compression ratio incrrases quickiy when the thnshold 

value T is over 64. However, the quality of the reconstructed images (as shown in Fig. 

5.9) is getting unacceptable because the ridges are s m e d  The maximum compression 

ratio in our experiments is in the range ~f 8 : 1 at 30 dB PSNR. 

Shapiro reported that the compression ratio can nach 64 : 1 (0.125 bpp) with 

PSNR of 30.23 dB for Lena (512 x 512. 8bpp) [Shap93]. The advantage is gained by 

applying quantization. In our expriment the signincant wavelet coefficients are corn- 

pressed directly using the GPP utility instead of quantization and then compression. 

Another i n t e r e s~g  fact shown in [Shap93] is that a different image of a "gid" at the same 

compression ratio has a different reconstructed quality. For instance, with the same corn- 

pression ratio 64 : 1 (0.125 bpp), the PSNR drops nom 30.23 for Lena to 24.03 dB for 

Barbara (5 12 x 5 12.8 bpp). Since fingerprints are speciai images the quality standard is 

higher than for others, such as Lem, Barbara. The idea of threshold h m  parent (i.e.. the 

lowest frequency) seems against the transformation character (i.e., the energy is presented 

by these coefficients) and we will show it in the foilowing two experiments (Section 5.4, 

5.5). 

5.4 Quadtree Decomposition with Maltiftactal Analysis (QDMA) 

The QDMA method appiies the same wavelet decomposition as zerotree but it can 

choose arbitrary decomposition levels (scdes). The wavelet coefficients are sent to the 

multifactal analysis block where the Maodelbrot dimension (DMAN) is calculated. By 

using the Mandelbmt singularity to Masure each subband we can detemine which sub- 

bands are more important than others. The selected subbands wili be quantized, using the 

same optimal bit ailocation (OBL) and quantizer algorithm as defhed in the FBI specifica- 

tion [BrBH93] [HoPr921 [BrBr93]. The quantized coefficients wiii be compressed loss- 

lessly. We use the GZIP utiIity to cornpress and uncornpress the quantized coefficients. 

The decoded quantized coefficients wili be used for the inverse wavelet transform from 

which the reconstructed image is generated. The block diagram of QDMA is shown in 

Fig. 5.10. 
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Wavele t (QT) 
TraOSfonn 

C Quantizer 

Mandelbrot 
Singularity 
Measure Quantization 

I 

Multifkactal analysis 
Data Compression 

(iossless) 

Data Decompression 
Wavelet Transfonn 

- -- 

Fig. 5.10. A basic image compression scheme by using QDMA. 

5.4.1 Quadtree Decomposition (QT) 

Before an image, I ( i ,  j ) ,  is decomposed by using DWT, it is k t  normalized 

according to the following formula: 

1' (m, n) = w,n -p 
AR 

where p is the image mean and 

1 AR = -max(I,,-p., p - I,,) 
128 
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where I,, and 2,- are the minimum and maximum pixel values in the image 

I (i, j), respectively. The main effkct of this nonnalization is to give the lowest fiequency 

of decomposed subbands a man of appmximately zero. 

Quadtree decomposition (QT) is a type of of wavelet packet mck94]. Wavelet 

packets are panidar hear combinations or mperpositions of wavelets. They form bases 

which retain many of the orthogonality, smoothness, and l o c ~ t i o n  properties of their 

parent wavelets. The choice of a decomposition topology corresponds to any pnined sub- 

tree of the original tree, i.e., any subtree shating the s a m  mot as the original tree. 

Let H, G be a conjugate pair of QMF filters fiom an orthogonal set. Then are two 

others, QMFs H' and G', for which H*H' + G*G' = 1. W e  use the Daubechies wavelets 

(Daub4) in our wavelet packets. The decomposition in tree structure and frequency are 

shown in Fig. 5.11 and 5.12 respectively. The reason for using the quadtree decomposi- 

tion is its simplicity. 

Fig. 5.1 1. Quadtree wavelet packet decomposition. 
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Fig. 5.12. Frequency support of QDMA subbands (L = 3). 

5.4.2 Scalar Quantization 

The Scalar Quantization (SQ) includes two parts, bit allocation and quantization. 

In Chapter 2 we have discussed their theories and algorithms. Here, we will introduce the 

method used by WSQ (a FBI fmgerprint compression standard). 

5.4.2. I Optimal Bit Allocation (OBL) 

Since raw fingerprint image data has a bandwidth of 8 bits per pixel (bpp), a bit 

rate of r bpp for the compressed data corresponds to a compression ratio of 8Ir. For the 
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quadtree decomposition w d e t  irQllSfonn (QDWT) subband, let r, denote the subband 

bit rate, pk the subband mean, and ak the subband variance. mk denotes the domample 

factor, which is defined to be the ratio of image size to subband sue. For the quadtree 

decomposition as shown in Fig. 5.12, all downsample factors are powers of 4; e.g., 

rno = 64 and m9 = 4. 

in this case the bit allocation routine (shown at the end of t h i s  section) determines 

that a certain subband contains so little information that it shouid be discarded (i.e., sub- 

band wili not be transmitted). To keep track of the nondiscarded subbands, let K denote 

the set of aii transmitted subbands (e.g., for Fig. 5.12, K c {O, 1. . .., 9) ). The fiaction of 

transmitted QDWT coefficients will be denoted by S. where 

The targeted overail lossy bit rate, r, can be expressed as 

To relate bit rate to quantizer bin widths (discussed in Section 5.4.3.2). we need to 

assume that the data king quantized lies in some intervai of hite  extent. Accordingly, 

the assumption is made that the quantization bins cover the interval [pk - y ~ ~ ,  p, - y%]; 

i.e., that 

where Lk is the number of bins in the quantizer, and the loading factor, y, is a parameter 

that specifies the number of standard deviations of data that are king  coded For our 

experiments, the value y = 2.5 is used. 

Note, while a poor choice of loading factor wiil not resuit in overload distortion, as 
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is the case with other quantkation strategies, it will afSect the extent to which the lossy bit 

rate consaaint, r. models the actuai observed compression ratio. We &O assume that the 

average tnuismission bit rate for subband k is 

This rate (Eq. 5.7) actudy models the worst case scenario in which indices occur 

with equal probabilities and are coded with equai numbers of bits. 

Now use the above mode1 to determine q by applying the bit rate consaaint to the 

bin widths. We get 

r 

where Q k is independent O: 

Substituting Eqs. 5.6 and 5.7 into 5 5  gives 
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= Iog 
2 

rearrange the above equation and we get 

f 1 

Slog12yq = r - log 

Remove the log for the above equation. 

1 where f3 = - is the loading fraction. 
Y 

There are two cases that require special attention. First, when logda:) 

approaches zero we have Qk + 0 ,  which corresponds to rk + O ,  so we discard any sub- 

band whore variance is ta ,  small. Le., log,[o:) S 0 .  Second, if Qk 2 2yak then Eq. 5.6 
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and Eq. 5.7 imply that rk IO. Since this distorts Eq. 5.5 by imposing the bit rate con- 

straint, we use an iterative procedure to determine q which is shown below. 

An Iterative Procedure for Cornputhg Bin Wtdths 

l 
(b) K(*) = {kllog, >O) c {O, 1, .,.,9). 

2. Iterate on Eq. 5.10 to calculate q: 

3. Exclude bands that wouid theoretically have negative bit rates: 

K = KO, the bands with positive bit rates, 

E = do' \K, the excluded bands, 
03 

4 = 4  9 

continue. 
4. Calculate bin widths: 

~ ' k  (0 )  Q, = - f o r a i l k ~ K  . 
q 

5. Exit 

Note that \ dcnotes the set ciifference operator; Le., Aü3 = A n  B C 
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5.4.2.2 Qumtizer Design 

Figure 5.12 shows the hquency decomposition of QT, with 9 subbands for L = 3. 

Each subband is coded separately according to a scaiar quantizer characteristic having 

uniform width bins with the exception of the zero bin. which is 20% wider. Each scalar 

quantizer (SQ) is dehed by an encoding and a decoding relationship. The quantization 

encoder maps a floating-point wavelet transform coefficient, a, to an integer quantizer 

index, p, that indicates the quantizer bîn in which a lies. The quantization decoder maps 

the index to a prototypical (quantized) reai number. â. representing ali data values that lie 

within that bin. The quantizcr characteristic map is shown in Fig. 5.13. 

Fig. 5.13. Uniform quantizer characteristic. 
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Quantkation encoding of the f l  two-dimensionai QT subbami, ak (i,jJ, is given 

where Zk is the width of the zero bin and Qk is the width of the quantization bin. The 

r O 1 and L O J denote the ceiüng and floor functions that round nurnbers to the next largest 

and next lowest integer, respectively. The quaatized wavelet coefficients produced by the 

quantization decodet are given by 

where C is a parameter between O and 1 tbat determines the reconsmicted values. Note 

that if C = ln then the reconstmcted value corresponding to each quantization bin wouid 

be the bin's midpoint. In our experiment the C is set to 0.44. The quantizer indices, 

p, ( i ,  j )  , are transmitted losslessly. In our experimnt we use GPP (lossless) to cornpress 

and decornpress the f i  (i, j) . 

The formula for the quantization bin widths, Qk, is denncd as 
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(5.13) 

where q is dehed in Eq. 5.10 which detennines the overd compression ratio. The con- 

stants Ak are empirically detennined weights. Ak is set to 1 in o u .  experiment. 

5.4.3 Cornpuring the Fractal Spectra of Wmelet Transfonn CoMcients 

5.4.3.1 Derivation of aq and fq 

We have already explained the Rényi dimension, Dq and Mandelbrot dimension, 

DM,, in Chapter 4. The coefficients of the wavelet transform, the scalar of the projec- 

tion (transformation), stand for the energy. Since there is no negative energy, we take the 

absolute value of the coefficients to caiculate their hctal dimensions. 

R e d ,  that the Rény dimension is defined as 

and the Holder exponent, a, can be obtained by taking the derivative with respect to the 

Rény exponent q, 

is obtained fÎom: 

f, := qa,- ( q - W q  (5.16) 

where f (a) is the fractd Mandelbrot dimension, DMAMAN9 of the a subset. It is difncdt to 
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calculate the derivative in Eq. 5.15. To make it more useftil, Eq. 5.15 can be extended to 

If we consider some basic calculus theory 

NP 

and Ict x = (P;) and y = logx, then Eq. 5.17 becoms 
j =  r 

- 1 dy  
- lhqlog ( r )  dq 

dy *Y dx we have Furthemore, fiom the chah d e ,  - = - - 
dq dx dq 

Eq. 5.9 yields 
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I t -  
where Pi = 1 . Substituting Eq. 5.23 into Eq. 5.17 gives 

NT 

Finaily substituting Eqs. 5.12 and 5.2 into 5.4 yields 

The Holder exponent, a, corresponding to the strength of the local singularity of 

the measure, is analogous to the energy, while f (a) is andogous to the entmpy as a func- 

tion of energy. Since we cm regard hgerprints as a strange anractors (see Chapter 4) we 

can also treat theù wavelet transform as a strange attractor and use the £hicta1 singularity 

measure to analyze the wavelet coefficients. 

Let us now consider an example. Figure 5-14 shows the Mandelbrot muitifhctal 

spectra of a fingerprint image (Fig. S.LS(a)). If we synthesize aLi four subbands (DUL, 

DUR, DLL and DLR) using the inverse wavelet transform @WT) then we can get a high 
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quaiity ( P S N R  > 45 dB) reconstructed image. Although the subband DUL has the highest 

energy, its IWT produces a recoastnicted image with poor quaiity (30.19 dB). To achieve 

a higher quality, we have to use more subbands in the IWT. Are the remaining three sub- 

bands (DUR, D U  and DLR) equal, in ternis of the reconsmicted image quaiity? Unfot- 

ninately there are dinmnces. The pmblem of how to select the best subband (ie., which 

one WU e t  the reconsmicted quality most) is the motivation for this experiment. The 

Mandelbrot muitifhctal spectra provides the solution. The one with the widest coverage 

in the muitifr;ctal spectra is the candidate. Fmm Fig. 5.14, we fiad that subband DLL has 

the widest energy coverage of the three subbands (DUR, DLL and DLR). That means if 

we synthesize subband DLL with DUL for IWT the ncoastructed quality will  be better 

than if we chose any of the others. Fig. 5.15 shows the experimental nsult. 

Fig. 5.14. Muitifhctal spectra of quadtree decomposition wavelet packet (L = 1) coeffi- 
cients. The corresponâing hgerprint image is shown &I Fig. 5.15 (a). 

-90- 
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Fig. 5.15.(a) Original image (8 bpp), reconstnicted image using quadm decomposition 
(b) Dm, DUR DU, DLR (PSNR: 48.54 dB), (c) DUL (PSNR 30.19 dB), 
(d) DUL, DLL (PSNR: 32.44 dB), (e) DIX, DUR (PSNR: 3 1.15 dB), 
(f) DUL, DLR (PSNR: 3 1.6 1). 
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In Fig. 5.16 we fbd that the energy of the wavelet coefficients c m  be divided into 

two segments, subbmd O in one group and the rest in another group (the number of sub- 

bands is defined in Fig. 5.12). Since subband O has the highest energy, it is the essential 

member of the synthesizer. To reach the higher compression ratio we have to add fewer 

subbands to the synthesizer. However, as more subbands are added, the quality of mon- 

structed image improves. The subband selection affects not only the compression ratio 

but also the accuracy of bit allocation. 

We find that subbands LIDUR, LlDLL and LlDLR can be ignored completely 

because they are covered by subband L2DUR, L2DLL and L2DL.R. Even subband 

L2DLR can be dropped. The experimentai result is shown in Fig. 5.17. 

Fig. 5.16. Mdtifiactal spectra of quadtne decomposition wavelet packet (L = 3) coeffi- 
cients. The f ingerp~t  image is show in Fig. 5-17 (a). 
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Fig. 5.17.(a) Original image (8 bpp), rarinstructed image using quadtree decornposition 
(b) L3 + L2 + L1 (PSNR: Inf dB), (c) L3 + L2 (PSNR 29.78 dB), 
(d) L3 - L3DLL + L2 + L1 (PSNR 28.92). (e) L3 (PSNR 23.05), 
(f) L3 + L2 - UDLR (PSNR 28.06) 
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Fig .S. 1 8. Original image, 5 12 X 5 12.8bpp (above), reconstnicted image, L3 +L2-UDLR, 
using OBL quantization and lossless entropy cading. compression ratio 13.95: 1 (0.57 bpp) 
at PSNR 28.06 dB (below). 
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The quality of reconstmcted image (as shown in Fig. 5.18) is much m e r  than the 

previous methods (such as zonai nlter, k t  threshoLding and zemtree). The compression 

ratio c m  mach 13.95:1 (0.57 bpp) aad the quality appears to be good enough for finger- 

print identification or classification. To nach a higher compression ratio we have to use a 

more complicated wavelet packet instead of the quadtree decomposition, because in every 

decomposition the energy will concentrate to fewer coefficients and thus give us a better 

chance for subband selection. In the next section we will use the same wavelet packet as 

WSQ to prove our assumption. 

5.5 Wavelet Packet with Muitifractal Anaiysis (WPMA) 

Multifiactal analysis Data Compression 
(iossless) 

Data Decompression 
Wavelet Transfonn 

.- 

image 

Fig. 5-19. A basic image compression scheme by using WPMA. 

Waveiet (WP) ?E?l-~ Transform lx FI 
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Singulanty 
Measwe 
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The WPMA methoci applies the same wavelet decomposition as WSQ. Both miil- 

tiftactai analysis and optimal bit allocation (OBL) blocks are the same as QDMA The 

blockdiagram of WPMA is shown in Fig. 5.19. 

W e  use the Daubechies wavelet (Daub4) in our wavekt packets. The decomposi- 

tion in fkequency is shown in Fig. 5.20. 

Fig. 5.20. Frequency support of WPMA subbands (L = 5). 
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The definition of subband groups (Le., combination of subbands) is iisted in Table 

5.4. We will use the subband p u p  definition in WPMA expriment dimusion. 

Table 5.4. Subband group definition for wavelet packet. 

1 III 1 56 - 59 

The Mmdelbrot multifractal spectra of wavelet coefficients for a hgerprint image 

(Fig. 5.15(a)) is s h o w  in Fig. 5.21 to 5.30. In Fig. 5.21 we observe that the subband 

group 1 has the highest wavelet coefficient energy, so we have to keep it and consider 

removing the others (i-e., group II, IXI and IV). For M e r  decomposition as show in 

Fig. 5.22 we fhd that subband group 14 bas the lowest coefncient energy in subband group 

1 and we drop it  Since the natural fkequencies of the ridges in fhgerprint images are 

located in the portion of the fiequency spectnim (Fig. 5.20) contaiwd roughly in subbands 
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7 to 18 PrBr931, and subbands O to 6 have the majority of wavelet coefficient energy. we 

reserve the whole subband group I l  for inverse wavelet ttansformation. 

Now let us t a k  a look at the muitifiactal spectra of group X2 which is shown in 

Fig. 5.23. The subband group Lu has the highest coefncient energy in subband group 12 

and we keep it for the synthesizer. For the na of the groups (Le., group I21. I23 and U4) 

we make an expeciment to see which subband group aBects the quality of recoastructed 

image more tban others. The r e d t  is shown in Table 5.5. 

Table 5.5. The effect on of zeconstnicted-quality for nibband gmup 121.I23 and 124. 

It is clear fkom Table 5.5 that subband group 124 has the largest effect on recon- 

structed quaiity. Aiso, subband group 124 has the second highest coefficient energy as 

shown in Fig. 5.23. We consider removing one subband fiom group 124. Groups 121 and 

123 are located in the Iow coefficient energy region and far apart h m  group 122, so we 

wiU remove two subbands fiom each of them. 

The problem of which subbands can be removed fiom the synthesizer and not (or 

make it less) affect the quality of the reconstmcted image is solved by the WPMA tech- 

nique. From Fig. 5.24, we find subbmds 19 and 21 c m  be removed. Simüariy from Fig. 

5.25 and 5.26, subbands 28,29 and 32 can be removed h m  subband group 121 and 124 

respectively. 

The pmcedm for analyzing subband group 13 is similar. W e  keep subband gmup 

133 for the synthesizer because it has the highest coefficient energy as shown in Fig. 5.27. 

There are two subbands that wii i  be removed from each subbaud group I.31 and 132 and 

one subband wiii be removed £hm group W by analysis through Fig. 5.28 to 5.30. The 

candidates for subband group I3 1 and 132 are subbands 35, 36 and 39,4û, respectively. 

The subband 49 WU be removed h m  subband group W. 
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Fig. 5.2 1 Multifrzictal spectra wavelet packet (WP) coefficients for ai i  bands and subband 
groups 1, II, III and IV. The hgerprint image is show in Fig. 5.17 (a). 

Fig. 5.22. Multifractal spectra of coefficients for subband groups 1, Il, I2, I3 and 14. 
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Fig. 5.23. Multifiactal spectra of coefficients for subband gmups I2 , I . l .  Iî2.123 and 1.4. 

Fig. 5.24- Muitifractal spectra of coefficients for subband groups 19,20,21 and 22. 
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Fig. 5.25. Multifractal spectra of coefficients for subband groups 27,28,29 and 30. 

Fig. 5.26. Muitifractal spectra of coefficients for subband groups 31,32,33 and 34. 

-101- 
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Fig. 5.27. Muitifractal spectra of coefficients for subband groups U. I3 1, U2, U3 and W. 

Fig. 5.28. Multifnctai spectra of coefficients for subband groups 35,36,37 and 38. 
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Fig. 5.29. Multüiactal spectra of coefficients for subband groups 39,40,4 1 and 42. 

Fig. 5.30. Muitifractal spectra of coefficients for subband groups 47,48,49 and 50. 
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Fig. 5.31 shows the d t  of rnuitifhctal spectra anaiysis for subbands 19 to 63 in 

WPMA wavelet packet decomposition. The shaded subband wiil not be included in the 

synthesizer (i-e.. not be used for the inverse wavelet transform) and OBL. Without those 

subbands the OBL can calculate the assigned bits for each unshaded subband more pre- 

cisely. The reconstructed image (as shown in Fig. 5-32) can reach a compression ratio of 

17.7: 1 (0.4519 bpp) at 28-57 dB PSNR 

Fig. 5.31. Frequency spectrum of WPMA wavelet packet. shaded subbands Will net be 
used for inverse wavelet transfonn and calculated for OBL. 
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Fig. 5.32.0riginal image. 512 X 512, 8bpp (above), iaxmstnicteâ image ushg WPMA, 
OBL quantizer and lossless entropy coding for the shading subbands show in Fig. 5.31, 
compression ratio 17.7: 1 (0.45 19 bpp) at PSNR 28.57 dB (below). 
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5.6 AItemtive Technique 

There an many altemaiive techniques for general-purpose image compression. 

For example. vector quantization (VQ) algonthms bave been used with much sucœss for 

image compression WaKi881. Accorduig to Shannon's nite-distortion theory, a better per- 

formance is always achievable in theory by coding vectors instead of scalars [Gray84]. In 

this section, we apply the Lloyd woy79] codebook design algorithm and thefull search 

equivalent encodùrg algorithm [IIBSH92] to compnss Lena in the spacial domain and its 

corresponding wavelet packet (WPMA) coefficients. Figure 5.33 shows the experimental 

Fig. 5.33.(a) Onginal image, 256 x 256.8 bpp, reconstmcted image using VQ of (a) with 
biock size 2 x 2, (b) codebook size 256, compression ratio 324:l (2.47 bpp) at PSNR 
35.02 dB. (c) codebook size 128. compression ratio 3.6: 1 (2.22 bpp) at PSNR 33.26 dB, 
(d) VQ the wavelet packet (WPMA) coefficients with block size 2 x 2 and codebook size 
256, compression ratio 3.24:1(2.47 bpp) at PSNR 28.07 dB. 
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From Fig. 5.33, we h d  that the result of applying VQ to wavelet coefficients of an 

image is worse thaa applying it to a spatial image. The reason is that the variety of pixel 

values in spatial images ( b m  O to 255) is smdier than its corresponding wavelet coeffi- 

cient values (from negative one thousand to positive one thousand). However, the edges 

are kept well. This technique does not produœ good d t s  on images as detaiied as fin- 

gerprints. Consequently, more elabrate techniques such as out QDMA and WPMA must 

be employed 

5.7 Review of Chapter 5 

In this Chapter, we appiied five different compression methods to cornpress a fin- 

gerprint image. Compression quality using the zona1 mask methad is the worst because of 

the boundary effect, especiaüy for non-symmetrical images. The direct thresholding 

method is the easiest to use, but the Gibb's phenomenon [Ans0931 restricts its maximum 

compression ratio. The zemtree algorithm is much more complicated than the previous 

methods; however, the compression ratio and quality are better than any of those rnethods. 

The zerotree method also has the Gibb's phenomenon, which becomes especidy signifi- 

cant when increasing the threshold value. Our new QDMA and WPMA methods apply a 

multifractai spectrum analysis of wavefet coefficients by which we can eliminate the sub- 

bands for inverse wavelet transforms. The compression quahty is dependent on the bin 

width of the quantizer. QDMA carmot reach a higher compression ratio because of the 

restriction produced by quadeee decomposition. To improve the QDMA we propose the 

WPMA method which also applies multifhctal analysis of wavelet coefficients but uses a 

more complicated wavelet packet (as in WSQ). The WPMA method achieves the highest 

compnssion ratio and quality of al1 five methods. In addition, we applied the VQ tech- 

nique for both the spatial image and its corresponding wavelet coefficients. Since the vari- 

ety of the wavelet coefficients is larger than the variety of spatial images, the VQ 

technique applied for spatial images cm achieve better performance than applied it to 

wavelet coefficients. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

6.1 Conclusions 

The work described in this thesis was motivated by the need for new and better 

image compression techniques for hgerprints. The lossless techniques have the best 

reconstmcted quality, but poor compression ratio (in the range of 2: 1). On the other han& 

Iossy techniques have the limitation that the quality of the reconstmcted image diminishes 

with increased compression ratio. The quality requirement of the decompressed finger- 

print image is higher than others (such as Lmo) because the reconstructed image must 

ofien be identified and submitted in court as evidence. 

The objective of this thesis was to maximize the compression ratio, while mini- 

mizing the redundancy of the decompressed image. Since a fingerprint image is a non-sta- 

tionary signal, we used the wavelet tra~sform in our experiments. 

In this thesis, we propose a new technique based on wavelets with multifiactai 

analysis to determine the redundancies of the wavelet coefficients based not ody on its 

magnitude but also on its fracta1 dimension. The Mandelbmt dimension (multifiactal 

spectrurn) is analogous to the entropy of eaergy (magnitude of wavelet transfomi coeffi- 

cients). 

Six different experiments were implemented in this thesis. The fmt two experi- 

ments investigated the idea that larger transfom coefficients have a l q e r  importance in 

the reconstructed image. From these experimental cesuits, we found that the compression 

ratio varied h m  3: 1 (zona1 mask) to 6: 1 (direct thresholding) for an acceptable quality 

of the reconstructed image. The advantage of this technique is that it is easy to impiement, 

but its disadvantage is that the Gibb's phenornenon becornes more evident when increas- 

h g  the compression ratio. The reason is that the same scale of the ainsform coefficients 

does not contribute equaily to the reconstructed image. 
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The third experiment involved the embed&d zemtree wavelet algorithm 0 or 

zerotree technique for s h o ~  From this expriment, we can observe that, this technique is 

just a little bit better in terms of its compression ratio in the range of 8:l. The reason is 

that zerotree uses wavelet packet decomposition. As with the previous case, the zen>trez 

method is aot suitable for hgerprint image compression because we cannot arbitrariiy 

reset the transform coefficients according to the tbreshold value, especiaily when we know 

that a l l  the ndge information is ~ ~ e r ~ e d  ia subbands 7 to 18, and the majorïty of transform 

energy is kept in subbands O to 6 (the subband number is dehed in Fig. 5-19). 

From these three experiments, we learned that each subband (in fiequency decom- 

position) has a Merent importance even though they have the same magnitude. The 

zerotree technique depends upon the importance of the parent-child relationship, but the 

parent-children relationship cannot teil which subband is more important than the others. 

In the fourth (QDMA) aad 6fth (WPMA) experiments we applied a new technique 

based on wavelets with muItifractai analysis. From rnultifiactal spectra andysis. we cm 

determine which subband can be ignored. We used quadtree wavelet decornposition in the 

fourth experiment. The compression ratio can reach 13.95:l (0.5734 bpp) with 28.06 dB 

PSNR (Fig. 5.18). 

We aiso observe that the use of the more complicated wavelet packet instead of the 

quadtree structure improves the quality of reconstnicted images and the compression ratio. 

This is because, in every decomposition, the energy wiii concentrate on fewer coefficients 

and thus give us a better chance for subband selection. The fifth WPMA experiment 

proved the above assumption. The reconstnicted image (as show in Fig. 5.3 1) is almost 

indistinguishable from the original. The compression ratio can reach 17.7: 1 (0.45 19 bpp) 

with 28.57 dB PSNR and the quality is good enough for fhgerprint identification or classi- 

fication. From Fig. 5.18 and 5.3 1, we find that the reconstructed quality of WPMA is bet- 

ter than QDMA. Although the PSNR is only improved by 1.8 1% ( h m  28.06 to 28.57 

dB), the compression ratio is increased 26.88% (hm 13.95: 1 to 17.7: 1). Also, the Gibb's 

phenornenon of WPMA is s d e r  than in QDMA. This compares well to the WSQ ( ' 1  

f i nge rp~ t  compression standard) which can reach 28.72 dB PSNR at a compression ratio 

23.3: 1. Since we only used GZIP, a a-length lossless compression technique, to corn- 

press the quantized wavelet coefâcients in our experiments, our compression ratio c m  be 
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m e r  improved if we use better adaptive statistical coding -911. The b a l  experi- 

meni tised the vector quantization of a spatial image and its comspoading wavelet coeffi- 

cient compression. Since the variety of wavekt coefficients is much larger thaa the 

variety of the pixel values of the spatial image, the VQ technique is wt the best choice for 

wavelet coefficient compression. 

6.2 Contributions 

We believe that this thesis and the work d e s c n i  have provided the following 

contributions: 

A study of hgerprint interpretation (see Sec. 2.1). 

A study of the human vision system (see Sec. 2.2). 

A study of data compression (lossless) techniques (see Sec. 2.3). 

A study of data compression (lossy) techniques, traiisform coding (see Sec. 2.4.2). 

A smdy of vector quantization (see Secs. 2.4.1.1 and 5.6). 

A study of bit ailocation and quantization (see Secs. 2.4.2.3 and 5.4.2). 

A study of wavelet nansform and wavelet packets (Chapter 3). 

Software implementation of DWT (Appendut A and Appendix B). 

A study of fractais and self-similarity including the Hausdorff dimension measure (see 

Sec. 4.1). 

A study of multifiactals including strange attractors. IFS and the multifractal dimen- 

sion measures (see Sec. 4.2). 

Software implementation of IFS, Hdnon strauge attractors, Rényi dimension and Man- 

delbrot dimension (Appendix A). 

Software implementation of direct thresholding wavelet coefficients, zona1 masks. 

zerotree compression, wavelet packets (WSQ) (Appendix A). 

A study of singulanty analysis of subband wavelet coefficients in a multifi.actal spec- 

trum (Chapter 5). 

Software implementation of QDMA and WPMA (Appendix A). 
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Based on the wodr of this thesis, we ncornmend the following: 

Development of an en- coding algorithm (lossless) to compress the quantized 

wavelet coefficients. 

Development of a more f o d  theory of OBL and quantization. It is believed that this 

theory couid help in the determination of the loading factors B and C. 

Development of an algorithm to find the optimum wavelet packet by using multihctal 

spectrum anaiysis. 
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Appendix A: Structure of Program and Source Code in C 

A.l Structure Charts and Functionai Description of QDMA and WPMA 
Applications 

image 

Fig. A.1. Structure chart for QDMA and WPMA applications. 

Normalization and DWT 

Inputs: Sun raster file (.ras). 
Output: Wavelet transform coefficients (in floating format) and normaiïzation parameters, M 

and R (defined in Section 5.4). 
Description: The PRE-QTF module normalizes the input image. The theory is explained in 

Sec. 5.4. The module DWT can be WPQTF for QDMA technique or WSQF for 
WPMA technique. We use DAUB4 wavelet for the transformation. 
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Modules: FA-ADV. 

Inputs: Wavelet transform coefficients (floathg format). 
Output: a and Fa (in ASCII format) which can be used for GNUPLOT. 
Description: Caicuiate the Mandelbrot dimension (Fa). 

I Extract 
subband coefs- 1 Quantization n 

Fig. A.2. Structure chart for OBL and Quantization function and its subordinates. 

Extract Subband Coefficients 

Modules: SEP-WPQTF. 

Inputs: Wavelet transform coefficients (floating format). 
Output: Four quarters of the original coefficients. 
Description: This function is to separate the original wavelet coefficients into four quarters. 

Each quarter with an 114 size of original. The four quarters are named dd, dur, dLi 
and dir follow the order of topdown and lefi-right 
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OBL 

Modules: OBL- L . 
Inputs: Wavelet transform subband coefficients (floating format). 
Output: bin width (floating format). 
Description: This fiuiction is to calculate the variance of each subbaad The OBL is defined 

according to the variance and the decomposition level. 

Quantization 

Modules: OBL-2. 

Inputs: Wavelet transfomi subband coefficients (floating format). bin width. quantization 
parameters (C. r. and 8). 

Output: Quantized subband coefficients. 
Description: This function is to quantize the wavelet subband coefficients accordhg to the bin 

width. The quantization parameters are used for calculating the bin width of each 
subband and bading factors for dequantization 

S ynthesize Subbands 

Modules: SYN-F. 

Inputs: Quantized wavelet trmsform subband coefficients (short integer format). 
Output: processed trans f om coefficients (floating format). 
Description: This function is to synthesize the ail processed subbands for inverse wavelet trans- 

form. 
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Inverse LJ I Postprocessing I 
Fig. A.3. Structure chart for INVDWT and Postprocessing function and its subordinates. 

INVDWT 

Modules: INV-QTF (QMA) or INV-WSQF (WPMA). 

Inputs: Synthesized coefficients (floating format). 
Output: Reconstructed data. 
Description: This function is to calculate the inverse wavelet transform of input data. 

Postprocessing 

Modules: PRO-QTE 

Inputs: Reconstructed data (floating format) and nomalized parameters (M, R). 
Output: Reconstructed image (SUN raster format). 
Description: This function is to recover the reconstructed data and generate the reconshucted 

image in SUN raster 6ie format. 
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A.2 Source Code of WMA in C 

/***************************************************************************/ 
/* Name : PREREQTF.C */ 
/* Input : .ras */ 
/* Output : .rias (headet[80q + data (float) *I 
/* Procedure : Reprocessing the .ras file. Nocmalization */ 
/* Data : 2UFebB7 */ 
/* Version : 1.0 */ 
/* Designer : Eric Jang Te1:2476992, Email: jang@ee.umanitoba.ca */ 
/***************************************************************************/ 
#inchde <stdio.b 
#indude atdlib.h> 
#indude <math.b> 
#define MaxDim 512 
#define MaxDimSq 262144 /* 512 X SI2 */ 

main() 
{ 
FILE *in, *out; 

unsigned char tmp-uc, header[800]; 
unsigned long int f-size, k; 
char infile[70], outnle[70], conti; 
int i, h-size, v-size; 
float bufFlaxDimSq], max, min, M, R, al, a2, tmp-f; 
double tmp-df; 

printî("Norma1ization ver. 1 .0,22/Feb/1997\n\n"); 
printf("Enter input fîie name(float, p a t h \ ' . r a s ) :  \n"); 
scanf("%s",infile); 
strcpy(outfile, idle); 
conti = '.'; 
I* Search the input file name string to find the "." then replace the extention to "enc". */ 
for (i = O; i < 70; i++) 
{ 

if (infileCi] = conti) 
{ 

outfile[i+l] = 'n'; 
break; 

1 
1 

/* Open input files. *I 
if ((in = fopen(Mie, "rb")) = NUU) 
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{ 
fprintf(stderr. T m o t  open input file.\n"); 
exit (1); 

1 
I* Open output file. */ 
if ((out = fopen(outnle, 'W')) = NUU) 
{ 

fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open output Ne.\n"); 
exit (1); 

1 

/* extract .ras file */ 
fread(header. sizeof(unsigned char), 800, in); 
fwritefieader, sizeof(unsigned char). 800. out); 
h-size = (int)header[6]*256 + (iit)header[i]; 
v-sire = (int) header[10] *256 + (int) header[ 1 11; 
f-size = h-size * v-size; 
i f(h-size != v-ske) 
( 

p rintf("Error, h-size != v-size.\n"); 
exit (1); 

1 
eise 

printf("h_size and v-size = %d\t f-size = %dW7, h-size, f-size); 

if(h_size > MaxDim) 
{ 

prhtf("Error, dimension out of range(%d)W, MaxDim); 
exit (1); 

1 

I* get ras file data and put it into buffer */ 
for(k = O; k < f-size; k ++) 
{ 

fread(&tmp-uc. sizeof(unsigned char), 1, in); 

/* find maximum and minimum */ 
max = -1000.0; 
min = 1000.0; 
trnp-df = 0; 
for(k = O; k < f-size; k++) 
( 

tmp-df = tmp-df + (doubIe)buf[k]; 
if(buf[k] > max) 
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max = b a l ;  
else if@uf[k] < min) 

min = bufF1; 
1 
M = (float)(tmp_dfï(double)ff size); 
al = max - M; 
a2=M-min;  
if(a1 >= a2) 
R = (1.0/128.0) * al; 

else 
R = (1.0/128.0) * a2; 

printf(""In file %s , max = %g min = %g m a n  = %g R = %g\n", infile, max, min, M, R); 
for(k = O; k < f-size; kct)  

tmp-f = ((float)bufTk] - M)/R; 
hurite(&unp_f, skof(float), 1, out); /* float format */ 

1 
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/* Name : WP-QTF-C *f 
/* Input : .nas (header[800] + datawoat) */ 
/* Output : float, short int */ 
/* Procedure : Wavelet Packet for Quard Trre */ 
/* Date : 13/Nov/95, 17/Sep/96,13/0cf 20,21,22/Febi97 */ 
/* Version : 1,0,2,0,2.1,3.0,3.1,32 */ 
/* Designer : Eric Jang TeI:(204)474-699 1 jang8ee.umanitobaca */ 
/*******************************************************************/ 
#inchde cstdi0.b 
#indude cstd1ib.b 
#inchde cstring.h> 
#inchde anath.h> 
#define m e  O 
#de fine false 1 
#de fine MaxDim 5 12 
#define MaxDimSq 262144 /* 5 12 X 5 12 */ 

int dim; 
float conv(int ptrl, int ptR, double *ptr3, float *ptr4); 
void d-sarnpling(int ptr5, ht pt~6,  int ptr7, int ptr8, int ptr9, float *ptrlO); 

main() 
{ 

FILE *in, *out, *outl, *outî; 

int i, h-size, v-ske, px, py, dim-tmp. nimorg, tmp-i, Ievel, si-en; 
short int tmp-si; 
char infl701, CO; 

Boat bufFlaxDimSqJ, tmp, max, min; 
double sum; 
unsigned char headerBOO], temp; 
unsigned long int f-size, sum-ui; 

printf("Wave1et Packet for Quard Tree ver. 3.2,22/Feb/1997bAn"); 
printf("Enter original image file narne(path\\XXX.na$ genemting by pre.c): in"); 
scanf("%s",inf); 
printf("P1ease enter leveI(J <= 5):W9); 
scanf("%i",&level); 
pnntf("0utput the WT-ZT coefficients in short ht(Y -> yes, othen -> no)?\$); 
CO = getc(stdin); 
CO = getc(stdin); 
if(co = 'y') 

si-en = true; 
else 

si-en = false; 
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/* Open input .ras fiie *in. get image data */ 
if((in = fopen(inf, 'Y)) = NIIU) 
{ 

fprintf(stderr. b'Cannot open input file \n"); 
exit(1); 

1 
fread(header, sizeof(unsigned char), 800, in); 
h-size = (int)header[q4256 + (int)header[7]; 
v-size = (int)header[10]*256 + (int)header[ll]; 
i f k s i z e  != v-size) 
{ 

printf("Error, h-size != v-size.\n") ; 
exit (1); 

1 
else 

pnntf("h-sire and v-size = %d\n", h-size); 

if(h-size > MaxDim) 
{ 

printf("Error, dimension out of range(%d)\n", MaxDirn); 
exit (1); 

1 
f-size = h-size * v-size; 
dim = h-size; 
dim-org = dim; 

/* get ras file data and put it into buffer */ 
for(i = 0; i < f-size; i +t) 

{ 
fread(&tmp, sizeof(8oat). 1, in); 
bufli] = tmp; 

1 
printf("W-packet for zerotree coding level O is ok !\n"); 
px = O; 
py = O; 
dim-tmp = dim, 
dim-org = dim; 
tmp-i = 1 ; 
for(i = 1; i <= level; i++) 

d-sampling(px9 py. dim_tmp, h-tmp.  di=-9 buf); 
printf('W-packet for zerotree coding level %d is ok !W. i); 
tmp-i = tmp-i * 2; 
dim-tmp = didtmp-i; 
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/* Open output file *out, store \NT d t  data */ 
if((out = f~pen(Wp~ztf.cot", 'W3) = NULL) 
{ 

fprintf(stdem, "Cannot open output file W'); 
exit(1); 

1 

if((out i = fopen("smdat", 'W')) = NULL) 

fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open output file W'); 
exit(l); 

1 

if((out2 = f~pen("wp~zti.cof, "w")) = NUU) 
{ 

fprintf(stderr, '%annot open output me W); 
exit(1); 

1 

I* find max, min and sum(base of probabîiity) */ 
max = -10.0;  /* initialization */ 
min = 100.0; 
sum = 0.0; 
sum-ui = O; 
for(i = O; i < f-size; i++) 

if(bu@] > max) 
max = buai]; 

else if(bufli] < min) 
min = buai]; 

sum-ui = sum-ui + (unsigned long int)(fabs((double)bufli])); 
if@uf[i] < 0.0) 
sum = sum - (double)buf[~; /* abs(baiJ) */ 

else 
sum = sum + (double)buf[i]; 

1 

pnntfrmax = %g\tmin = %gW, max, min); 
printf(''sum of aU coefficients = %lg (iit)%id\n9', sum, suiqui); 
/* store WT coefficients into file */ 
for(i = O; i < f-size; i ++) 

i f(si-en = true) 
{ 

A-IO 
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tmp-si = (short int)bufCi]; 
fwrite(&tmpPsi, sizeof(short ht), 1, out2); 
sum = (double)sumumui; 

1 
else 
1 

tmp = buqi]; 
fkrite(&mp, sUeof(float), 1, out); 

1 
1 

fwrite(&sum, sizeo f(double), 1, out 1); 
fc lose (in); 
fcIose(out); 
fclose(out 1); 
printf("finish !\JI"); 

1 

/* Array preperation and down sampiing subrouthe */ 
I* inputs : starting location, dimension, data array */ 
/* retum : void */ 
I* procedure : according to the starting position and dimension */ 
/* to prepare the 1 dimension data array, down sampling*/ 
/*--du- */ 
void d-sampling(int p-x, int p y, int Igth, int l m ,  int IgthV, Boat *mat) 
{ 

int i, j, k, 1, m, bndary; 
Boat data-a~ywaxDim]; 
double h_flt[4], gflt[4]; 

h-R t [O] = 0.4829629 1 3 144534 1 ; 
h-fit[ 1] = 0.8365 163037378079; 
h-£it[2]= 0.2241438680420134; 
h-flt[3] = -0.12940952255 12604; 
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{ 
data-q[k] = matfi*dim + j]; 
k=k+l; 

1 
1 = 0; 
for(m = O; m < lgth; m = m+2) 
I 

if(m = (lgth - 2)) 
bndary = me; 

else 
bndary = fdse; 

mat[i*dim + p-x + lgthn + 11 = conv(m, bndary, gflt, data-ary); 
rnat[i*dUn + p-x + 11 = conv(m. bndary, h-flt, data-ary); 
1=1+ 1; 

1 
1 

I* y position(vertica1) */ 
for(i = p-x; i < lm; i++) 
I 

k = 0; 
fora = p y; j c 1gthV; j++) 
{ 

data-qB] = matQ*dirn + il; 
k = k + l ;  

1 
1 =O; 
for(m = 0; m c lgth; m = m+2) 
{ 

if(m = (Igth - 2)) 
bndary = me; 

bndary = false; 
j = p j ;  
mat[(j+lgW2+l)*dim + i] = conv(m, bndary, gflt, data-ary); 
mat[(j+l)*dim + i] = conv(m. bndary, h-flt, data-ary); 
1 = 1 + l ;  

1 

/* 1 dimention convolution subrouthe */ 
/* inputs : fdter array, data anay both are 1 dimension */ 
/* return : convoluted result(short int) */ 
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/* procedure : sum(Ai * Bi) *l 
/* L -*/ 
fioat conv(int pos, int boundary, double *filter. float *data) 
{ 

int i; 
float result; 
double temp, sum; 

/* pos :starting position of the filter *I 
/* boundary :boundary flag */ 

surn = 0.0; /* initialixation *1 

for(i = O; i < 4; i++) 

if(boundary != m e )  

temp = filter[i] * (double)data[pos]; 
pos = pos + 1; 
surn = surn + temp; 

1 
else if(i < 2) 
{ 

temp = filter[i] * (doubIe)dataCpos]; 
pos = pos + 1; 
surn = surn + temp; 

1 
else 
{ 

j* pos=pos-1; 
temp = fiIter[i] * (double)data[pos]; */ 
temp = filter[i] * (double)data[i - 21; 
surn = sum + temp; 

1 
1 
result = (float)sum; 
return resuk; 

1 
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/******+*************************************************************/ 
/* Name : WSQFC */ 
/* Input : .na (header[80q + data(8oat) */ 
I* Output : wsqfkof (float) */ 
/* Procedure : Wavelet Packet, WSQ floating */ 
/* Date : 14/0ct/95,3 1,6/Nov, 8, UMar/97 */ 
/* Version : 1.0, 1. 1, 1.2,13,2.0 */ 
/* Designer : Eric Jang Tel:(ZM)474-699 1 jang 8 ee.umanitobasa */ 
/********************************************************************/ 
#include es td i0 .b  
#inchde atdlib.h> 
#inchde <sîring.b 
#inchde anath.h> 
#define true O 
#define faise 1 
#de fine MaxDim 5 12 
#define MaxDimSq 262144 /* 5 12 X 5 12 */ 

int dim; 
float conv(int ptrl, int ptr2, double *ptr3, float *ptr4); 
void d-sampIing(int ptr5, int ptr6, int p H .  int ptr8. int p H ,  fioat *ptrlO); 

FILE *in, *out; 

int i, h-site, v-size, px, py, dim-tmp, dim-org, tmp-i; 
char infC701; 
float bufFIaxDimSq], tmp; 
unsigned char header18001, temp; 
unsigned long int f-size; 

prin tf("WSQ(FBI) ver. 2.0,2/Mar/ l997\nW); 
printf("Enter nomalized image file name(path\~ .nas) :  in'); 
scanf("%s",inf); 
/* Open input .aas file *in, get image data */ 
if((in = fopen(inf, 'Y')) = NUU) 

fprintf(stderr, ''Cannot open input He W'); 
exit(1); 

1 
freadmeader, sizeof(unsigned char), 800, in); 
h-size = (int) header[6]*256 + (int)header['7l; 
v-size = (int)header[10]*256 + (int)header[l 11; 
if (h-size != v-size) 
I 
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printf("Error, h-size != v-size.\n"); 
exit (1); 

1 
else 

printf("h-size and v-sue = %d\n", h-size); 

i f k s i z e  > MaxDim) 
1 

printf("Error, dimension out of range(%d)\nT', MaxDim); 
exit (1); 

1 

f-size = h-size * v-size; 
dim = h-size; 
dim-org = dim; 
/* get ras fiie data and put it into buffer */ 
for(i = O; i c f-size; i i+) 

( 
fread(&tmp, sizeof(8oat). 1, in); 
buci] = tmp; 

1 
printf("WSQ Ievel O is ok !\n"); 

/* Ievel 1 */ 
px = O; 
py = O; 
dim-tmp = dim; 
dirn-org = dim; 
d-sampling(px, py. dimdimtmp, dim-org, dim-org, buf); 
printf("WSQ level 1 is ok !W); 
/* level2 */ 
dirn-tmp = W 2 ;  
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/* level3 */ 
dim-tmp = diml4; 
dim-org = M; 
px = O; 
py = O: 

py = dim-tmp; 
d-sampling@x, p y, dim-tmp. dim-mip. dim-org, buf) ; 
printf("WSQ level3 is ok !\a"); 
/* level4 */ 
/* part 4-1 */ 

dim-tmp = dim/8; 
dim-org = dimi4; 
PX = O; 
py = O; 
d-sampling(px. py. dim-mp, dim-mp, dim-tmp, buf); 
px = dim-tmp; 
py = O; 
d_sampling(px. py, dim-mp. dim-org , dim-mp, buf) ; 
px = O; 
py = dim-tmp; 
d-sampling(px, py, dim-tmp, dim-tmp, dim-org, buf); 
PX = dim-tmp; 
py = dim-tmp; 
d-sampling(px. py, dim-tmp, dim-org, dirn-org, buf); 

/* pan 4-2 */ 
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I* Open output file *out. store WT resuit data */ 
if((out = fopen("wsgf.cof', "w")) = NULL) 
I 

fp~tf(stdem, '%annot open output fiie \n"); 
exit(1); 

1 

/* store WT coefficients into file */ 
for(i = O; i < f-size; i ++) 
{ 

tmp = buf[i]; 
fwrite(&tmp, sizeof(float), 1. out); 

1 
fclose(in) ; 
fclose(out); 
printf("finish !\n"); 

1 

* - -  */ 
/* Array preperation and down sarnphg subroutine */ 
/* inputs : starting location, dimension, data array */ 
/* return : void */ 
/* procedure : according to the starting position and dimension */ 
/ * to prepare the 1 dimension data -y, down sampling*/ 
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/* - */ 
void d-sampling(int p-x7 int p ~ ,  int Igth. int l m ,  int IgthV, 0oat *mat) 
{ 

int i, j, ic, 1, m. bndary; 
Boat data-arywaxDim]; 
double h-flt[4], gflt[4]; 

I* x position(horizontal) *I 
for(i = p y; i < IgthV; i++) 
( 
k=0; 
foru = p-x; j c l g m  j++) 
{ 

data-aryW = mat[i*dim + j]; 
k=k+l; 

1 
1 =O; 
for(rn = 0; m < lgth; m = m+2) 

if(m = (lgth - 2)) 
bndary = tme; 

else 
bndary = false; 

mat[i*dim + p-x + lgthn + 11 = conv(m, bndary, g_flt, data-uy); 
mat[i*dim + p-x + 11 = conv(m, bndary, h-0t7 data-q); 
1=1+1; 
1 

1 
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data-q@c] = matlj*dim + il; 
k=k+l; 

1 
i=o;  
for(m = O; m < Igth; m = m+2) 
I 

if(m = (lgth - 2)) 
bndary = me; 

else 
bndary = false; 

j = p y ;  
mat(ti+Igth/2+l)*dirn + i] = conv(m, bndary, gflt ,  data-ary); 
mat[(j+l)*dim + i] = conv(m, bndary, h-flt, data-ary); 
I=1+1; 

1 
1 

1 

/* 1 dimention convolution subroutine */ 
/* inputs : filter array, data array both are 1 dimension */ 
/* retum : convoluted result(short int) */ 
I* procedure : sum(Ai * Bi) */ 

float conv(int pos, int boundary, double *nlter, float *data) 

int i; 
float result; 
double temp. surn; 

/* pos: starting position of the filter */ 
I* boundary :boundary flag */ 

sum = 0-0; /* initialization */ 
for(i = O; i < 4; i++) 
{ 

if(boundary != me) 

temp = fïlter[i] * (double)data[pos]; 
pos = pos + 1; 
sum = sum + temp; 

1 
else if(i < 2) 

temp = filterLi] * (double)data[pos]; 
pos = pos + 1; 
sum = sum + temp; 
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1 
else 
{ 

/* pos = pos - 1; 
temp = fiitern * (doubIe)datalpos]; */ 
temp = nIter[i] * (doub1e)dataF - 21; 
sum = sum + temp; 

1 
1 
resdt = (fioat)sum; 
return  suit; 
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/***************************************************************************/ 
/* Name : SPJP2TF.C */ 
/* Procedure :Seprate a N X N (N c= 512) data (float) into four NI4 X NI4 (S. int) blocks. And 

set the output file name with ext. .dur; .dul; .dll; .dlr */ 
l* Data : 4/May/95,17/Sep/96. 1310ct, 2OFeb197 */ 
/* Version : 1 .O, 2.0,2.1,2,2 */ 
I* Designer : Eric Jang Tek2476992 Email: jang@ee.umanitobaca */ 
/***************************************************************************/ 
#inchde cstdio.b 
#inchde cstdlib.h> 
#inchde estring-h> 
#define tme O 
#define false 1 

void change-size(int *ptrl, char *ptr3); 

main() 
{ 

int new-dhn; 
char infile[70]; 

printf("P1ease enter resized factor n < 8 (should be a power of 2):\n"); 
printf("*** H-size = V-size for tbis version ***in"); 
scanf('%",&new-dim); 
printf("Enter file name(path\\**i.co f(float), generated by wp-ZLC): \n\n"); 
scanf("%s",infile); 
change-size(&new-dim, ionle); 
prin tf("\n\nCompleting! ! !\JI"); 
return O; 

1 

/*------ */ 
void change-size(int *ptr-m, char nle[70]) 
{ 

FILE *in, *outl, *out2, *out3, *out4; 

int iJ, k org, n, m; 
char outfile 1 [7O], outnle2 [70], oume3 1701, outnle4[7O], conti; 
int tmp-i; 
float tmp-f; 

m = *ptr_m; 1* Resized image dimension */ 
strcpy(outfi1e 1, file); 
sUcpy(outfiie2, file); 
s trcpy(outfile3, file); 
strcpy(outfile4, me); 
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conti = '.'; 

î* Search the input file name string to h d  the "." and then replace the */ 
/* extention to "d**". V 

for (i = 0; i <= 70; i++) 
1 

if (Ne[i] = conti) 
1 

outfile 1 [i+l] = 'ci' ; 
outfïie 1 [i+2] = 'u' ; 
outfilel[i+3] = Y'; 
outfile2[i+l] = 'd' ; 
outfile2[i+2] = 'u' ; 
outfile2[i+3] = 'r'; 
outfiIe3[i+l] = 'd'; 
outfile3 [i+2] = '1'; 
outfile3[i+3] = '1'; 
outae4[i+l] = 'd'; 
outfiIe4[i+2] = '1'; 
outfile4[i+3] = 'r'; 
break; 

1 
1 

/* Open input fiie */ 
if ((in = fopen(file, 'Y')) = NULL) 
{ 

fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open input fiIe.\n"); 
exit (1); 

1 

/* Open output file */ 
if ((out 1 = fopen(outfile 1, "w")) = NULL) 
{ 

fprintf(stderr, 'Canaot open output f3e.W); 
exit (1); 

1 
if ((out2 = fopen(outfile2, "w")) = NULL) 
{ 

fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open output fiie.\n"); 
exit (1); 

1 
if ((out3 = fopen(outfile3, "w")) = NUU) 
{ 

fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open output nle.\n"); 
exit (1); 
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1 
if ((out4 = fopen(outfiIe4, 'W3) = NUU) 
{ 

fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open output 6ie.h"); 
exit (1); 

1 

printf("'P1ease enter original image dimension:\n"); 
scanf("%i",&tmp-i); 
org = tmpj; I* Original image dimension */ 
n = orglm; 
printf(''origina1 dimension = %d\tresized dimension = %d\n", org, n); 
for(k = O; k < org; k++ ) 
I 

foru = O; j < org; j++ ) 
{ 

fread(&tmp-f, sizeof(float), 1, in); 
if((- < n) && (k < n)) 

fwrite(&tmp-f, sizeof(float), 1, out 1); 
else if(0 r n) && (k < n)) 

fwrite(&tmp-f, sizeof(float), 1, out2); 
else if((j < n) && (k r n)) 

fwrite(&tmp-f, sizeof(fioat), 1, out3); 
else if(0 r n) && (k >= n)) 

fwri te(&tmp-f, sizeof(float), 1, out4); 
1 

1 
fclose(in); 
fclose(out 1); 
fclose(out2); 
fclose(out3); 
fclose(out4); 
printf("Finish output files !\II"); 

1 
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, . . .  . . . - . .  . . - . .  . - .  . . -  . .  - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - -  - - - -  - - - - - -  
- - 1  

/* Name : FA-ADV-C */ 
/* Input : .ras, flt, int(short) */ 
/* Output : ASCII (double) *l 
/* Procedure :Calculate the Mandelbrot dimension Fa for WT coefficients generated by 

wp_qtfk, wsqf-c or image m. This is a adaptive C program */ 
/* Note : This program is a modined version h m  DQFA-ADVC */ 
/* Information of DQFA-ADiK */ 
/* Date : 1 1 Decl95, 1217/Sep/96,9/Oct, 13, 14, 15, 18 */ 
/* Version : 1.0, 1.1,2.0,2.1,2.2,3.0,3.1,4.0 */ 
/* Version : 1.0 */ 
/* Date : 7/Mar/97 */ 
I* Designer : Eric Jang Tel:(2O4)47+699 1 jang@ee.umaaitobaca */ 

#inchde <stdio,h> 
#inchde <stdiib.h> 
#inchde <string.h> 
#inchde unath.h> 
#define true O 
#define false 1 
#de fine MaxDim 5 12 
#de fine MaxDimSQ 262 144 /* 5 12 X 5 12 */ 

main() 
{ 
FILE *in, * i d ,  *out 1; 

int i, j, k, px, py, h-size. v-size, mode. box-cnt, ql, N, NI, NO: 
short int tmp-si; 
char in.701, outfile[70], CO; 

unsigned char header[800], tmp-uc; 
float datawaxDiml[MaxDia; 
float q-org, tmp-f; 
double prob, probl, q, Iq[2001], Dq[2001], Aq[2000], Fq[2ûûû], sum, suml. tmp-df, tmp-dfl, 

tmp-df2, Aq-mp, hl  ; 

printfcbMandelbrot dimension FA-ADV ver. 1 .O, 7/Mar/1997\n\d9); 
printf("P1ease select input mode(1-> ras. 2 ->fit, 3 -> int(short)\n"); 
scatlf("%i",&mode); 
printfCbEnter input file name(path\UCXfl/XXi.cof, .ras): \n"); 
scanf("%s",inf); 
printf("Enter output file name(path\mJdfq): \n"); 
scanf("%sW, outfile); 
printf("P1ease enter q(abs(q) c= 1 0 ,  usudy 30 is enough, q starts fiom negative value):W9); 
scanf("%g",&q_org); 
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I* q-org = -30.0; */ 
q 1 = abs((int)q-org); 
N = (ql * 20) + 1; 
NO = (ql * 10); 
N1 = ( q l +  1) * 10; 

I* Open input files */ 
if(mode != 1) /* wt coefficients */ 
{ 

if((in = fopen(in.f, 'Y')) = NUU) 

fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open input file \ . ) ;  
exit(1); 

1 
prind("P1ease enter h-size:\n"); 
scanf("%i",&h-size); 
pnntf("P1ease enter v-size:\n"); 
scanf("%i",&v-size); 

/* get input file data and put it into buffer */ 
surn = 0.0; 
surn = 0.0; 
for(i = O; i < v-size; i U) 
{ 

for0 = O; j < h-size; j*) 
{ 

if(mode = 2) /* fit format */ 
{ 

fread(&tmp-f, sizeof(fioat), 1, in); 
if(trnp-f < 0.0) 

tmp-f = 0.0 - tmp-f; 
dataLilu] = tmp-fi 
surn = surn + (doub1e)tmp-f; 

1 
else 

fread(&tmp-si, sizeof(shori int), 1, in); 
if(tmp-si < 0.0) 

-si = O - tmp-si; 
data[i]u] = (float)tmp-si; 
surn = surn + (doub1e)tmp-si; 

printf("finished loading wt coefficients into buffer and sum-si, sum-flth"); 
1 
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else /* .ras file */ 
{ 

if((in = fopen(inf, ''rb")) = NULL) 
1 

fprintf(stderr9 "Carnot open input fiie(m)n"); 
exit(1); 

1 
fread(header. siz+of(unsigned char), 800, in); 
h-size = (ht) header [q *2S6 + (int) header[q; 
v-size = (int) header [IO ] *2S6 + (int) headerc 1 11; 

/* get input fiie data and put it into buffer */ 
sum = 0.0; 
fo r(i = O; i < v-size; i++) 
{ 

foru = O; j c h-size; j++) 

fread(&tmp-uc, sizeof(unsigned char), 1, in); 
data [il Ci] = (float) tmp-uc; 
sum = sum + (doub1e)tmp-uc; 

1 
1 
printf("finûhed loading .ras into buffer and sum-ras\d9); 

1 

printf('bbioad sum(base of probabiiity) ? y -> yes, others(1aocl caiculation) -> no: \a\n"); 
CO = getc(stdin); 
CO = getc(stdin); 
if (CO = 'y') 
{ 

if((in 1 = fopen("sum.dat", 'Y)) = NULL) 
( 

fprintf(stderr, ''Carnot open input fîie(surn.dat) W);  
exit(1); 

1 
fread(&tmp-df, sizeof(double), 1, in 1); 
suml = tmp-a 
printf("finish loading sum.dat f ier);  
fclose(in 1); 

1 
else 

suml = sum; 

if(@-size > MaxDim) II (v-size > MaxDim)) 

printf('%rror, dimension out of range(%d)\n", MaxDim); 
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exit (1); 
1 
else 

printf("h-site = %d\tv_size = %W. h-size, v-size); 

printf("fde size = %dWT h-size*v-sue); 
printf("sum(summation of input data) = %1gW, sum); 
printf("sum1 (base of probability) = %1gùl", suml); 
printf("q star& nom %g\tN = % d W O  = %Wl = %ch", q-org, N, NO, Nl); 

/* Open output file *out, store q, Dq, *outl, store a, Fa */ 
if((outl = fopen(outfiie, W ) )  = NUU) 
{ 

fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open output nle l\n''); 
exit( 1); 

1 

/* initiaiization */ 
box-cnt = 0; 
h l  = 0.0; 

for(py = O; py c v-size; py++) 
{ 

for(px = O; px < h-size; PX++) 
{ 

tmp-df = (double)data[py] [px]; 
if(-df != 0.0) 
{ 

boxent = box-cnt + 1 ; 
prob = tmp-df/sum; 
h 1 = h l + (prob * log 10( L -0lprob)); 

1 
1 

1 
printf(b%ox count = %d\n", box-cnt); 
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I* Calculate Fq. Aq, from q to iq */ 
for(py = O; py c v-ske; py++) 
I 

for(px = O; PX c h-size; PX*) 
I. 

unp-df = (double)data[py] Cpx] ; 
if(tmpPdf != 0.0) 
C 

prob = tmpPdf/suml; 
prob 1 = 1 .O/pmb; 
Aq-tmp = Aq-tmp + log lO(prob 1); 

1 

q = (doub1e)q-org; 
for(i = O; i < NO; i++) 
{ 

if(tmp-cif != 0.0) /* Iq, q != O, 1 */ 
{ 
unp-m= pow(tmp-df, q); 
tmp-df2 = 1 .O/tmpPdf 1 ; 
Iq[i] = Iq[i] + tmp-dfl ; 
Iq[(N- 1 )-il = Iq[(N- 1)-il + tmp-df2; 

î* Calculate fq, h m  -q to +q. new technology */ 
Aq[i] = Aq[i] + tmp-df 1 *log lO(prob 1); 
Aq[(N-1)-il = Aq[(N-l)-i] + tmp-df2*loglO(prob 1); 
Fq[i] = Fq[i] + q*tmp-df 1 *loglO(tmpPdf); 
Fq[W 1 )-il = Fq[W- 1)-i] - q*trnp_dfl*log iO(tmpPdf); 

1 
q=q+O. l ;  

1 
1 

1 

q = (doub1e)q-org; 
for(i = O; i < N; i++) 
{ 

if(i != NO) 
{ 

Aq[i] = Aq[i]Aq[i]; 
Fq[i] = log lO(Iq[i]) - Fq[i]lIq[i]; 

1 
else /* q = O */ 
( 

Aq [il = Aq-mp/(doubie)box-cnt; 
Fq[i] = log lO((double)box_cnt); 
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/* Name : OBL-1-C *f 
/* Input : DWT coefficients ( .cofl.cKX) */ 
/* Output : ASCII (float) */ 
/* Procedure : Optimal Bit Allocation, copy h m  FBI spec.. Step 1 - get var and standard devi- 

ation */ 
/* Data : 20/Feb/97 */ 
/* Version : 1.0 */ 
/* Designer : Eric Jang Tek2476992, Email: jang@ee.umanitoba.ca */ 
/***************************************************************************/ 

main() 

FILE *in; 

unsigned long int Lsize, k; 
char infile[70]; 
int org-dim; 
float mf, max, min; 
double sum, mean, variance, sd; 

printf("0ptirnai Bit Allocation step I (FBI) ver. 1.0,20/FeW1997\n\n"); 
printf("Enter input file name(path\vacX.cof/dXX): \,II"); 
scanf("%s",infile); 
printf("Please enter input data dimension(should be a power of 2):W'); 
scanf("%i",&or~dim); 
f-size = orgdim * orgdim; 
printf("size of ""%s"" = %d", infile, f-size); 

/* Open input files. */ 
if ((in = fopen(innle, 'Y')) = NUU) 
{ 

fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open input fle.\n"); 
exit (1); 

1 

/* Find the max and min of the input file */ 
max = - 10000.0; 
min = 10000.0; 
for(k = O; k < f-size; k*) 
I 

fread(&tmp-f, sizeof(float), 1, in); 
if(tmpPf > max) 
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max = tmp-f; 
else if(imp_f < min) 

min = tmp-f; 
1 
pnntf("max = %g\miin = %gin'*, max, min); 

/* Find the mean of the input file */ 
rewind(in); 
sum = 0.0; 
for(k = O; k < f-size; k++) 
{ 

fread(&tmp-f, skeof(float), 1, in); 
sum = sum + (doub1e)tmp-C 

1 
mean = sum/(doubIe)f_size; 
printf("mean = %gW. mean); 

/* Find the variation and standard deviation of the input 6ie */ 
rew ind(in); 
sum = 0.0; 
for(k = O; k < f-size; k+-t) 
{ 

fread(&tmp-f, sizeof(float), 1, in); 
sum = sum + pow(((double)tmp-f - mean), 2.0); 

1 
variance = sum/(doubIe) fsize; 
sd = sqrt(variance); 
printf("Variance = %g\n", variance); 
printf("S tandard deviation = %g\n", sd); 
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/* Name : OBA2.C *l 
/* Procedure : Optimal Bit Ahcation, copy h m  FBI soecification. Step 2 - find q and Qk *I 
/* Data : 20/Feb/97 */ 
/* Version : 1.0 */ 
/* Designer : Eric Jang Tel:2476992, Email: jang@ee.umanitobaxa */ 
/***************************************************************************/ 

main() 
C 

FILE *in; 

char infile [TOI; 
int i, N, cnt, conti, flag; 
Aoat r, Beta, s, Var; 
double mp-df, S. P, q, Qk, D[64][4]; 

printf("Optima1 Bit Allocation step II (FBI) ver. 1 .O, 20/Feb/1997\nW1); 
printf("P1ease enter number of subband:W); 
scanf("%i",&N); 
printf("P1ease enter Beta:\n"); 
scanf("%g",&Beta); 
printf("P1ease enter r(average bit):\$); 
scanf("%g",&r): 
printf("1s L = 5 in the DWT(wp_zt) ? (Yes -s 1, No -> others):\n"); 
scanf("%d",&flag); 
prin t f("Enter input fiie narne(path\\XXX.dat, var and m) : \a''); 
scanf("%s",infile); 

I* Open input mes. */ 
if ((in = fopen(innle, 'Y')) = NULL) 
C 

fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open input nle.\d9); 
exit (1); 

1 

/* D[i] [O] = Mk 
D[i][l] =Var 
D[i] 121 = Qk 
D[i] [3] = flag */ 
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fscanf(in, "96g %g", &s, &Var); 
D [il [O] =   double)^; 
D [il [ 1 3 = (doub1e)Var; 
D[i] [3] = 1 .O; 

conti = 1; 
printf("Finish initialization !\n"); 

while( conti = 1) 
{ 

S = 0.0; 
for(i = O; i < N; i++) 
{ 

if(Wi] [3] != 0.0) 
S = S + l.O/D[i][O]; 

1 

P = 1.0; 
tmp-df = (doub1e)Beta * pow(2-0. (((doub1e)dS) - 1.0)); 
for(i = 0; i c N; i++) 
( 

if(D[i][3] != 0.0) 
P = P * pow(sqa@ [il [ 1 ])/D[i] [2], 1 .O/D[i] [O]); 

1 
q = tmp-df * ( 1 .O/pow(P, 1 .OIS)); 

cnt = 0.0; 
for(i = O; i < N; i++) 
{ 

i f((D[i] W/q) >= (2.0 * (1 .O/Beta) * sqrt@[i] 111))) 
( 

D[i]p] = 1.0; 
cnt = cnt + 1; 

1 
else 

D[i] [3] = 0.0; 
1 
printf("cnt = %d\tq = %g\n", cnt, q); 
if(cnt = 0) 

conti = 0; 
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for(i = O; i < N; i++) 

Qk = D[i][Z]lq; 
printf("Qbd]= Sb&", i, Qk); 

l 
printf("Finish Optimal Bit AUocation mn"); 
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/***************************************************************************1 
/* Name : ENC,DEC.C Ir/ 

/* Procedure : EncodedDecoder of OBL ( ' 1  spec.) */ 
/* Data : 20/Febi97,2i, 22 */ 
/* Version : 1.0, 1.1,2.0 */ 
/* Designer : Eric Jang Tek2476992. Email: jang8ee.umanitobaca */ 
/***************************************************************************/ 

maino 
{ 
FILE *in, *out, *outl; 

unsigned char tmp-uc; 
unsigned long int f-size, k; 
char infile[70], outfiie[70], outfilel [7O 1, conti; 
short int -si; 
int erg-dim, max, min, P[65536], i. tmp-i, cm; 
Boat tmp-f, Q, C, Z, A[65536], IM, mn; 
double tmp-df; 

printf("Encoder/Decoder(FBI) ver. 2.0,2UFeb/1997\n\n"); 
printf("Enter input file name(float, path\VLXXdXX): Li"); 
scanf("%s",infile); 
pnntf("P1ease enter input data dimension(shou1d be a power of 2):\n9'); 
scanf("%i",&orgpim); 
printf("P1ease enter bin width:W); 
scanf("%g",&Q); 
printf("P1ease enter C:\n"); 
scanf("%g".&C); 

Z = Q * 1.2; /* zero bin width */ 
f-site = orgdim * orpdim; 
printf('size of 96s = BdW, infile. f-size); 
strcpy(outfiie, ide);  
s trcpy(0utfiie 1, infile); 
conti = '.'; 

/* Search the input file name string to h d  the "." then replace the extention to "enc". */ 
for (i = O; i < 70; i++) 

if (infile[i] = coati) 
{ 
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outfiie[i+l] = 'e'; 
ouffile 1 [i+ 1] = 'r' ; 
break; 

1 
1 

/* Open input mes. */ 
if ((in = fopen(infiie, 'Y')) = NUU) 
{ 

fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open input file.\.); 
exit (1); 

1 

/* Open output me. */ 
if ((out = fopen(outfile, "w")) = MJL,L,) 
{ 

fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open output file.\n"); 
exit (1); 

1 

if ((out 1 = fopen(outfilei, "w")) = NULL) 
{ 

fprintf(stderr. '%a.mot open output f3e.W); 
exit (1); 

1 

/* Encoder */ 
cnt = 0; 
for(k = O; k < fsize; kct) 
{ 

fread(&trnp-f, sizeof(float), 1, in); 
if(trnp-f s 2/20) 
{ 

tmp-df = (double)((tmp-f - 2/2.0)/4); 
PF] = (int)ceil(mip-df) + 1; 

1 
else if((mip_f < ((-l.O)*Z)/2.0)) 
{ 

tmp-df = (double)((tmp-f + Zn.O)/Q); 
PB] = (int)floor(tmp-df) - 1; 

1 
else 
{ 
P[k] = O; 
cnt = cnt + 1; 
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1 
printf( "There are %d tnuicated\n", cnt); 

max = -10000; 
min = 10000; 
for(k = O; k c f-size; k++) 
{ 

if(P[k] > max) 
max = PB]; 

else if(Pk] e min) 
min = PB]; 

1 
pnntf("h encoder, max = %d\tmin = %d\n", max, min); 

mp-si = (short int)Pw]; 
tmp-i =PB]; 
if((abs(max) <= 127) && (abs(min) <= 127)) 
{ 

if(Pk] > 0) 
tmp-uc = (unsigned char)P[k] ; 

else if(P[k] < 0) 
tmp-uc = (unsigned char)(abs(Pk]) + 128); 

tmp_uc = (unsigned char)PM; 

fwrite(&tmp-uc. sizeof(unsigned char), 1, out); /* unsigned char format */ 
1 
else if((abs(max) < 65536) &Br (abs(min) < 65536)) 

fwrite(&tmp-si, sizeof(short int), 1, out); I* Short int format */ 
else 

fwnte(&tmp-i, sizeof(int). 1, out); l* int format */ 

printf("Fhish Encoder! W); 

/* Decoder */ 
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mp-f = AIX]; 
Mte(&trnpPf9 sizeof(float). 1, outl); /* float format */ 

1 

mx = -10000.0; 
mn = 10000.0; 
for(k = O; k < f-size; k++) 
{ 
if(A[k] > mx) 

mx = A H ;  
eIse i f (Aw < mu) 

rnn = A N ;  
1 
printf('Tn decoder, max = %g\tmin = %g\n", mx, mn); 
printf('%ïnish Decoder, fwnte with float! \n"); 
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/***************************************************************************1 
/* Name : SYNYNEC */ 
/* Input :float Q1Q2 

43 Q4 */ 
/* Output : float */ 
/* Procedure : SynthesUe 4 quarter data(0oat format) */ 
/* Data : 23/ûct/96 */ 
/* Version : 1.0 */ 
I* Designer : Eric Jang Tel:2476992, Emaü: jangeee-umanitobaxa */ 
/***************************************************************************/ 

main() 
{ 
FILE *inl, *in2, *in3, *in4, *out; 

int h, v, i, new-dim. orgdim; 
short int trnp-si; 
char infile 1 [7O]. infiie2[70], infile3 [70]. innle4[70], outfîle[70], conti; 
float tmp-f; 

printf(S y nthesis 4 quarter data ver. 1 -0.2 1/0ct/1996\n\n"); 
p~tf("Please enter input data dimension(shou1d be a power of 2):\n"); 
scanf("%i",&orgdim); 
pnntf("Enter name of input fïle(path\\pat#_***.dXX): \n"); 
scanf("%s",infile 1); 
printf("~nter name of input file(path\\pat#_***.dMC): in"); 
scanf("%s",infile2); 
printf("Enter name of input fiie(path\\pat##-***.dMC): \a'?; 
scanf("%s",infile3); 
pnntf("Enter name of input file(path\\pat#-***.dXX): \n"); 
scanf("%s",infile4); 
strcpy(out.fiie, infile 1); 
conti = Y ;  

/* Search the input file name string to h d  the "." and then replace to extentioa to '%in". */ 
for (i = O; i <= 70; i++) 
{ 

if (infile 1 [il -= conti) 

outfile[i+l] = 's'; 
outfile[i+2] = 'y' ; 
outfiie[i+3] = 'n' ; 
break; 
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I* Open input and output nle */ 
if ((in 1 = fopen(innle 1, 'Y')) = NüLL) 
{ 

fprind(stderr, "'Carmot open input nle 1 .\n"); 
exit (1); 

1 
if ((in2 = fopen(infile2, 'Y')) = NULL) 
( 

fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open input file2.W): 
exit (1); 

1 
if ((in3 = fopen(innle3, 'Y)) = NULL) 

fprintf(s tderr, "Cannot open input me3 .\JI"); 
exit (1); 

1 
if ((in4 = fopen(innle4, "r")) = NULL) 
{ 

fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open input tile4.in"); 
exit (1); 

1 
if ((OU t = fopen(outfiie. "w")) = NULL) 
{ 

fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open output Me.\n"); 
exit (1); 

1 

/*pt the original 4 quarter data */ 
new-dim = or- * 2; 

if((h < o r e )  &Br (v < erg-dim)) /* 1st quarter */ 
( 

fw8te(&tmpPf, sizeof(float). 1, out); 
1 
else if(@ r= orgdim) && (v < org,dim)) I* 2nd quarter */ 

fread(&tmp-f, sîzeof(float), 1, id); 
fwrite(&tmp-f, sizeof(float), 1. out); 
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} 
else if(@ c otgdim) && (v >= org,dim)) /* 2nd quarter */ 
{ 

fread(&tmp-f, sizeof(float), 1, in3); 
fwrite(&tmp-f, sizeof(float), 1, out); 

1 
else 

fread(&tmp-f, sizeof(float), 1, in4); 
fivrite(&tmp-f, sizeof(float), 1. out); 

1 
1 

1 
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/*******************************************************************/ 
/* Name : INV-QTFC */ 
I* Input : fioat */ 
1* Output : dim(int), reconsmicted datawoat) */ 
l* Procedure : INVerse Wavelet Packet for QMA */ 
l* Date : 13/Nov/95,2UOct/46,21/Febp97 */ 
l* Version : 1.0. 1- 1. 1-2 */ 
/* Designer : Enc Jang Tel:(204)474-6991 jang@ee.umanitoba.ca *I 
/*******************************************************************/ 
#inchde <stdio.b 
#inchde cstd1ib.b 
#include <string.b 
#inchde anath.h> 
#define true O 
#define false 1 
#de fine MaxDim 5 12 
#de fine MaxDimSq 262144 /* 5 12 X 5 12 */ 

int dim; 
fioat conv(int ptrl, int ptr2, double *ptr3, Boat *ptr4); 
void u-sampling(int ptr5, int ptr6, int ptil, int ptr8, int ptr9, Boat *ptrlO); 

main() 
{ 
FILE *in, *out; 

int i, temp-i, h-size, v-size, px, py, dim-tmp, dimorg, level; 
char infC701; 
short int -si; 
Roat bufFIaxDimSqJ, temp-f; 
unsigned char header[800], temp; 
unsigned long int f-size; 

printf("INV Wavelet packet for QMA(0oat) ver. 1.2.2 l/Feb/1997\n\n"); 
printf('Enter w-packet coefficients file name(path\msoflsyn): b"); 
scanf("%s",inf); 
printf("P1ease enter level(J <= 5):\n"); 
scanf("%i".&level); 

1* Open input sof file *in. get wgacket coefficients data */ 
if((in = fopen(inf. 'Y')) = NUU) 
{ 

fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open input file \n"); 
exit(1); 

1 
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printf("P1ease enter dimension of input nle:\n"); 
scanf("'k9i", &temp-i); 
dim = temp-i; 
printf("h-size and v-size = %d\n", dim); 
fsize = dim * dim; 

/* level5 */ 
/* get .cof file data and put it into bmer */ 
for(i = O; i < f-size; i ++) 

fread(&temp-f, sizeof(fioat), 1, in); 
buni] = temp-f; 

1 
printf("Reconstniction level %d is ok !\n", level); 
temp-i = 1 ; 
for(i = 1; i < level; i++) 
{ 

temp-i = temp-i * 2; 
1 

dim-tmp = dimftemp-i; 
PX = O; 
py = O; 
for( i = O; i c level; i++) 
{ 

u-sampling(px. py, dim-tmp, dimdimtmpT dim-tmp, buf); 
printf("Reconstruction level %d is ok !W, level-(i+l)); 
dim-tmp = dim-tmp * 2; 

1 

/* Open output file *out, store inv_WT result &ta */ 
if((out = fopen("recover.dat", "w")) = NCTU) 
{ 

fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open output file \n"); 
exit(1); 

1 
fwrite(&dim, sizeof(int), 1, out); 

/* store WT coefficients iuto file */ 
for(i = O; i < f-size; i ++) 
t 

temp-f = bufCil ; 
fwnte(&temp-f, sizeof(float), 1, out); 

1 
fclose(in); 
fclose(out); 
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/* */ 
/* Array preperation and up sampiing subroutine */ 
/* inputs : starting location. dimension, data array */ 
/* r e m  : void */ 
I* procedure : according to the starting position and dimension to prepare the 1 dimension data 

array, up sampling */ 
/*-- *1 
void u-sampLing(int p-x, int p j ,  int Igth, int IgthH, int IgthV. float *mat) 

int i. j, k I, m, bndary; 
float data-ary~axDim], data-aryHMaxDim], dataaaryG~axDirnJ; 
double h-fltw, gflt[4]; 

h-flt [O] = -0. I29409SZSS 12604, l* C3 */ 
h-flt[l] = 0.2241438680420134; 1* C2 *I 
h-flt[2] = 0.8365163037378079; /* Cl */ 
h-fltp] = 0.4829629 13 1445341; l* CO */ 

for(i = O; i e Igth; i++) I* initialization */ 
{ 

data-aryG[i] = 0.0; 
data-aryH[i] = 0.0; 

1 

/* synthesis y position(vertical) */ 
for(i = p-x; i < IgthH; i++) 
{ 

k = 0; 
foru = p y; j < IgthV; j++) 
{ 

data-q[k] = matU*dim + il; 
k=k+l; 

1 
/* divide data-ary into 2 amys then up-sampiing */ 
for@ = O; k c lgtW2; k*) 
{ 

data-aryGF*2] = data-ary[igthn + k]; 
data_aryHF*2] = data-ary@c]; 
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L=O; 
for(m = O; m < lgth: m++) 
1 

if(m < 3) 
( 

bndary = m; 
j = p y ;  
mat[(j+l)*dim + i] = conv(lgth, bndary. gflt, data-aryG) + 
conv(lgth, bndary, h-flt, data-WH); 
l = I + l ;  

1 
else 

bndary = 3; 
j = PJ; 
mat[(j+l)*dim + i] = conv(m-3, bndary, &fit, data-aryG) + 
conv(m-3, bndary, h-flt, data-WH); 
1=1+1; 

/* synthsis x position(horizonta1) */ 
for(i = p j ;  i c 1gthV; i++) 
{ 
k=0; 
for(j = p-x; j < IgthH; j*) 
( 

data-aryk] = mat[i*dim + j J; 
k=k+l; 

1 
/* devide data-ary into 2 arrays then up-sampling */ 
for(k = O; k c lm; k++) 
( 

datadqG[k*2] = data_ary[lgth/2 + k]; 
data-aryHF*2] = data-ary[a; 

1 
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l = O ;  
for(m = O; m < lgth; m++) 
{ 

if(m c 3) 

bndary = rn; 
mat[i*dirn + p-x + I] = conv(lgth, bndary, g8t, data-qG) + 
conv(lgth, bndary, h-flt, data-aryE3); 
1 = I + l ;  

1 
else 

bndary = 3; 
mat[i*dim + p-x + 11 = conv(m-3, bndary, gflt, data-aryG) + 
conv(m-3, bndary, h-flt, data-aryH); 
1=1+1;  

/*--- -,*/ 
/* 1 dimention convoIution subroutine */ 
/* inputs : Nter array, data array both are 1 dimension */ 
/* return : convoluted result(short int) */ 
I* procedure : sum(Ai * Bi) */ 

float conv(int pos, int boundary, double *nt, Boat *data) 
C 

int i; 
float result; 
double temp, sum; 

/* pos :starting position of the filter */ 
I* boundary :boundary flag */ 

sum = 0.0; /* initiabation */ 

switc h(boundary) 
{ 
case O: 

temp = (flt[O ] *(double)data@os-3])+(flt[l] *(double)&ta@s-2 1); 
sum = tempiflt [2 ] *(double)data[pos- 1 J)+(flt[3]*(double)dat@]); 
break; 

case 1: 
temp = (flt[O J*(double)data[pos-2 ])+(flt[l J*(doubIe)&ta~s-11); 
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sum = tempifltC2 J*(double)data[OJ)+(~3J*(double)&m[~~; 
break; 

case 2: 
temp = (flt[O]*(double)data[ps-I J)+(fIt[I ]*(double)data[O]); 
sum = temp+@t[2]*(double)data[ 1 J ) + ( f l t [ 3 ] * ( d m ) ;  
break; 

case 3: 
for(i = 0; i c 4; i++) 

temp = flt[i] * (double)data[pos]; 
pos = pos + 1; 
surn = s u m  + temp; 

1 
break; 

1 
result = (0oat)sum; 
return result; 

1 
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/*******************************************************************/ 
/* Name : INV-WSQFC */ 
/* Input : .cof (floating) */ 
/* Output : recover-dat (dim(int) + data(float) */ 
/* Procedure : INVerse WSQ (floating format) */ 
/* Date : 6lNov/95,8,2/Mar/97 *I 
/* Version : 1 .O, L.I,2.0 */ 
Ir Designer : Eric Jang Tel:(204)47Q699 1 jang@ee.umanitobaca *I 
/*******************************************************************f 
#indude a t d i 0 . b  
#inchde atd1ib.b 
#indude atring.h> 
#indude u n a t h b  
#define true O 
#define faise 1 
#de fine MaxDim 5 12 
#de fine MaxDirnSq 262144 /* 5 12 X 5 12 */ 

int dim; 
float conv(int ptrl, int ptr2, double *ptr3, float *ptr4); 
void u-sarnpIing(int ptr5, int ptro, int pu7, int ptr8, int p H ,  Boat *ptrlO); 

main() 
I 

FILE *in, *out; 

int i, temp-i, h-size. v-size, px, py, dim-tmp, dimorg; 
char infl701; 
float bufFIaxDimSq], temp-f; 
unsigned char header[800], temp; 
unsigned long int f-size; 

printf("INV WSQF(FBI) ver. 2.0, UMar11997\n\n"); 
printf("Enter wsq coefficients nle aame(path\\XXX.cof, float): \a"); 
scanf("%s",inf); 

/* Open input cof fiie *in, get w-packet coefficients data *I 
if((in = fopen(inf, 'Y)) = NUU) 
{ 

Eprintf(stderr. "Cannot open input file in"); 
exit(1); 

1 

pnntf("P1ease enter dimension of input file:\n"); 
scanf("%i", &temp-i); 
dim = temp-i; 
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printf("h-size and v-size = %d\n", dim); 
fsize = dim * dim; 

/* level3 */ 
/* get .cof nle data and put it into buffier */ 
for(i = O; i < Lsize; i ++) 

fread(8rtemp-f, sizeof(float), 1, in); 
buai] = te~p-f; 

pnntf("Reconstniction level5 is ok !\n"); 

/* level4 */ 
dim-tmp = dimll6; 
dim-org = dira/& 
px = O; 
py = O; 
u-sampling(px, py, dim-mp, dim-mp, nimtmp, buf) ; 
printf("Reconstniction level4 is ok !\n"); 
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/* Ievel2 */ 
dim-tmp = did4; 
dim-org = d i d ;  
PX = O; 
py = O; 
u-sampling(px, py, dim-tmp. dim-tmp, dim-tmp, buf); 
px = dim-trnp; 
py = O; 
u-sampling (px, py, dim-tmp. dim-org, dim-tmp, bu f); 
PX = O; 
py = dim-tmp; 
u-sampling(px. p y, dim-tmp, dim-mp, dhorg, buf) ; 
printf("Reconstruction level2 is ok !\n"); 
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/* Open output nle *out, store inv-WT result data */ 
if((out = fopen("recover.datY', "w")) = NCTU) 
{ 

fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open output file \n"); 
exit(1); 

1 
fwrite(&dim, sïzeof(int}, 1, out); 

/* store WT coefficients into file */ 
for(i = O; i < f-size; i ++) 

temp-f = buai] ; 
fwrite(&temp-f, sizeof(float), 1, out); 

1 

/* k a y  preperation and up sampling subroutine */ 
I* inputs : starting location, dimension, data array */ 
/* return : void */ 
/* procedure : according to the starting position and dimension to prepare the 1 dimension data 

array, up sampiing */ 
/*----- */ 
void u-sampling(int p-x, int p y ,  int Igth, int IgtW, int IgthV, Boat *mat) 
I 
I 

int i, j, k, 1, m. bndary; 
float data_aryFlaxDim], data-aryHIMaxDim], data-aryG[MaxDimJ; 
double h_fit[4], gflt[4]; 
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for(i = O; i < Igth; i u )  /* initialization */ 
{ 

data-aryG[i] = 0.0; 
data-aryH[i] = 0.0; 

1 

/* synthesis y position(vertical) */ 
for(i = p-x; i < 1,ghH; i u )  
{ 
k = 0; 
for(j = p y; j < IgthV; j++) 
{ 

data-ary[k] = matu*dim + il; 
k=k+l; 

1 
I* devide data-ary into 2 arrays then up-samphg */ 
for(k = O; k < Igth/2; k*) 
C 

data-aryGF*2] = data-aryflgthl;? + k]; 
data_aryH[k*2] = data-ary[k]; 

1 
1 =O; 
for(m = O; m c Igth; m++) 
{ 

if(m < 3) 
{ 

bndary = m; 
j = p y ;  
mat[(i+l)*dim + il = conv(igth, bndary, gfl& data-aqG) + 
conv(lgth, bndary, h-flt, data-WH); 
I = 1 + 1 ;  

1 
else 
{ 

bndary = 3; 
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rnat[(j+I)*dim + i] = conv(m-3, bndary, g f l t ,  data-qG) + 
conv(m-3, bndary, h-flt, data-WH); 
I = 1 + 1 ;  

1 
1 

1 

for(i = 0; i c Igth; i++) /* initialization */ 
f 

data-aryG[i] = 0.0; 
data-aryH[i ] = 0.0; 

i 
/* synthsize x position(horizonta1) */ 
for(i = p j ;  i < lgthV; i++) 
I 
k = 0; 
for0 = p-x; j < 1gth.H; j u )  
{ 

data-aryp] = mat[i*dim + j]; 
k=k+l; 

1 
/* devide data-ary into 2 arrays then up-sampling */ 
for(k = O; k < lgthn; k*) 
{ 

data-aryC[k*2] = data-ary[lgtb/2 + k]; 
data_aryHP2]= data-aryB]; 

1 
1 =O; 
for@ = O; m c Igth; m++) 
{ 

if(m c 3) 
{ 

bndary = rn; 
matli*dim + p-x + 11 = conv(lgth, bndary, gf i t ,  data-wG) + 
conv(lgth, bndary, h-flt, data-aryX); 
1=1+1; 

1 
else 

bndary = 3: 
mat[i*dim + p-x + 11 = conv(m-3, bndary, g f l t ,  data-aryG) + 
conv(m-3, bndary, h-flt, data-WH); 
I = l + l ;  

1 
1 

1 
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/* 1 dimention convolution subroutine */ 
/* inputs : filter array, data array both are 1 dimension */ 
/* r e m  : convoluted result(short int) */ 
/* procedure : sum(Ai * Bi) */ 

float conv(int pos, int boundary, double *fit, Boat *&ta) 
{ 

int i; 
float result; 
double temp, m; 

/* pos starting position of the filter */ 
I* boundary :boundary flag */ 

sum = 0.0; /* iinitialhtion */ 
switch@ouadary) 

case O: 
temp = (flt[O]*(double)data[pos-3])~t[l]*(double)data[ps-2]); 
sum = tempiflt [2] *(double)data[pos- 1 ])+(fit [3]*(doubIe)data[O]); 
break; 

case 1: 
temp = (flt[O] *(double)data[pos-2])+(flt[l] * (double)data[pos- 11); 
sum = temp+(flt [2] *(double)data~)+(flt[3] *(double)data[ 11); 
break; 

case 2: 
temp = ( fl t [O] *(dou ble)data[pos- 1])+(0 t[ 1 ] *(double)datm); 
sum = temp+(flt[2]*(double)data(~])+(flt[3]*(double)data[2]); 
break; 

case 3: 
for(i = O; i < 4; i++) 

temp = flt[i] * (doub1e)datatposJ; 
pos = pos + 1; 
sum = sum + temp; 

1 
break, 

1 
result = (float)sum; 
r e t m  result; 
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/* Name : PRO:PRO_QTF.C*IQTIX */ 
1* Input : .üat (float) +/ 
1* Output : .pat (float) */ 
/* Procedure : POSTprocwïng the .dat fiie(gen. by inv-wpqtf) */ 
/* Data : 22/Feb/97 */ 
/* Version : 1-0 */ 
/* Designer : Eric h g  Tel:2476992, Email: jang@ee.umanitoba.ca */ 
/***************************************************************************/ 

#inchde cmath.h> 
#de fine MaxDim 5 12 
#de fine MaxDimSq 262 144 /* 5 12 X 5 12 */ 

main() 
( 
FILE *in, *out; 

unsigned Long int f-size, k; 
char infile[70], oudîle[7O], conti; 
int i, h-size, v-size. dim, tmp; 
float M, R, tmp-f; 

pnntf("Postpr0cessing ver. 1 .O, 22/Feb/1997b\d9); 
pnntf("Enter input file name(float. path\\recover.dat): W); 
scanf("%s",infile); 
s trcpy(outfile, infde); 
conti = '.' ; 

I* Search the input file name string to find the "." then replace the extention to "pXX". */ 
for (i = O; i < 70; i++) 
{ 

if (infilelil = conti) 
{ 

outfile[& 1] = 'p' ; 
break; 

1 
1 

1* Open input files */ 
if ((in = fopen(idiie, 'Y)) = NUU) 

Qrin tf (s tderr, "Cannot open input nle.\n"): 
exit (1); 

1 
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l* Open output file. */ 
if ((out = fopen(outfile. %")) = NULL) 
( 

fprintf(stderr, "Cannot open output file.\n"); 
exit (1); 

1 

fread(&tmp, sizeof(int), 1. in); 
fwnte(&tmp, sizeof(int), 1. out); 
dim = tmp; 
h-size = nim; 
v-size = dim; 
if(h-size > MaxDim) 
{ 

prïntf('Error, dimension out of range(%d)\n", MaxDim); 
exit (1); 

1 
else 

printf("f-size = v-size := Qd\n", dim); 

/* get dat file data and reconstruct it */ 
pnntf(9lease enter mean (M):\n"); 
scanf("%gW, &M); 
printf(cLPlease enter R:W); 
scanf("%gn, &R); 

for(k = O; k < fsize; k ++) 
{ 

fread(&tmp-f, sizeof(float), 1, in); 
tmp-f = (tmp-f * R) + M; 
fwrite(&tmp-f, sizeof(float), 1, out); I* float format */ 

1 
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A 3  Source Code of Zemtrees Coding in C 

/*******************************************************************/ 
/* Name : ZER0TREE.C - Zemtree coding of DWT coefficients */ 
/* Procedure : Please refer [Shap93]*/ 
/* Date : 1 1Mov/95, 14, 15 *f 
/* Version : 1 .O, 1.1, 1-2 */ 
/* Designer : Eric Jang Tel:(2O4)474-699 1 jang@ee.umanitoba.ca *I 
/*******************************************************************/ 
#include estdioh> 
#inchde atd1ib.b 
#include estringb 
#indude anath-h> 
#define true O 
#define false 1 
#de fine MaxDim 5 12 
#de fine MaxDimSq 262 144 1* 5 12 X 5 12 */ 

int dim, sig, insig, k, m, p. iteration, dix detr, level, p_sigP[512], n-sigP[S12], lpr-en; 
int i. j, top, qb[512], assign[512], t, tmpMTD-i, dif-i, mi, h-size, v-size, dim-tmp; 
shoa int -si; 
char conti, CO, iofl701, ouN701, outfl[7O]; 
float bufFraxDimSq], max, min, tmp-f, out-c 
double prob, info, entropy; 
unsigned long int f-size; 

prind("Zerotree coding of Wavelet coefficients ver. 1.2, 15/Nov/1995\n\n"); 
printf("Enter original image nle name(path\ULXX.cof): \n"); 
~canf('~%s",inf); 
printf("P1ease enter leveI(J c= 5):W); 
scanf("%i",&level); 
prind(''Do you want to print out filter matrixe -> yes, others -> no) ? \n"); 
CO = getc(stdin); 
CO = getc(stdia); 
if (CO = 'y') 

lpr-en = me; 
else 

lpr-en = false; 
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o u ~ 2 ]  = y; 
outfp 1 = '2'; 

outflP] = 't'; 
outfp] = '0'; 
oua6J = ','; 
oua71= 'c'; 
oua83 = Lo'; 
outf19J = 'f'; 

outfl[O] = Y': 
outfl[l] = 't'; 
outfl[2] = '-'; 
outfl[3] = '2'; 
outfl[4] = 't'; 
outfl[5] = '0'; 
outfl[6] = '.'; 
outf 1 [7] = 'c' ; 
outf1[8] = '0 ' ;  

outfl[9] = 'f'; 

conti = '.'; 
iteration = 8; 

/* Open input .cof nle *in, get image data */ 
if((in = fopen(inf, 'Y')) = NULL) 
i 

fprintf(stderr, "Cannet open input nle W); 
exit(1); 

1 

fread(&tmp_i, sizeof(int), 1, in); 
dim = trnp-i; 
h-sue = dim; 
v-size = dim; 
printf("h-site and v-size = %An", dim); 
f-size = h-size * v-ske; 

I* get .cof file data and put it into b a e r  */ 
for(i = O; i ç f-size; i i+) 

( 
fread(&tmp-f, sizeof(float), 1, in); 
buai] = tmp-fi 

1 
printf("Finish loading coefficients !W7); 

/* find max and min of the input nle */ 
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rnax = 0.0; 
min = 1000.0; 
for(i = O; i < fsize; i *) 

if(buf[i] > max) 
rnax = buflij; 

else if(bufli] < inin) 
min = buai]; 

1 
printf("The input fiies rnax = %f, min = %fût', max, min); 

/* Initiaikation */ 
max = 0.0; 
min = 1 0 . 0 ;  
tmp-i = 1; 
for(i = O; i c level; i u )  
{ 

tmp-i = tmp-i * 2; 
1 
dim-ûnp = dimltmp-i; 
pnntf("subband dimension = %d, Le. l/%d of original dimension\n", dim-tmp, tmp-i) ; 

1* Zerotree coding */ 
/* find subband rnax and min */ 
for(i = 0; i < dim-tmp; i++) 
{ 

forQ = O; j < dim-tmp; j++) 

tmp-f = bufli*dim + j]; 
if(tmp_f > ma) 

rnax = tmp-c 
else if(tmp-f < min) 
min = tmp-f; 

1 

rewind(in); 
fread(&tmp-i, sizeof(int), 1, in); /* remove the header */ 
printf("subbands rnax = Sbfitrnill= %M. max, min); 

if(abs((int)max) >= abs((int)min)) 
fmp-i = abs((int)max); 

else 
tmp-i = abs((int)min); 

top = m i ;  
printf("'subband unsigned maximum value = %d\n", top); 
tmp-i = 1 ; 
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for(i = O; i < 13; i++) /* Q**12 = 8192 */ 
{ 

tmpJ = tmp-i * 2; 
if(tmp-i > top) 

top = tmp-i; 
break; 

1 
1 
printf("maximwn quantization value = %M. top); 

/****************************************************************/ 
/* TO */ 
d e t r  = 2; 
div = 4; 
t = top/2; /* T(thresho1d) *I 
tmpMID-i = (top + t)/2; 
di f-i = t/4; 

I* Open output nle *out, store WT result data(shon int) *I 
if((out = fopen(outf', "w")) = NULL) 
I 

fprintf(stderr. ' 'Cmot open output file W3; 
exit(1); 

1 

I* Open output file *outl, store WT result data(float) */ 
if((out1 = fopen(outf1, "'w")) = NULL) 

fprintf(stderr. "Carnot open output file \cf); 
exit(1); 

1 
txnp-i = dim; 
fwrite(&tmp-i, sizeof(int), 1. out); 
fwnte(&tmp-i, sizeof(int), 1, out 1); 

for(i = O; i < div; i++) 

if(i = O) /* TO */ 
{ 
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/* thresholding */ 
prob = 0.0; 
info = 0.0; 
entropy = 0.0; 
sig = O; 
insig = 0; 
for(i = O; i < detr; i++) 
( 

p-sigP[i] = O; 
n-sigP[i ] = O; 

1 

for(i = O; i < dim; i++) 
{ 

fora = O; j < dim; j*) 
{ 

tmp-f = buf[i*dim + j]; 
k = (int)tmp_f; 
trnp-i = abs(k); 
if(tmp-i < t) 

tmp-si = O; 
fwnte(&tmpPsi, sizeof(short int). 1, out); 
out-f = (float)tmp-si; 
fwrite(&out-f, sizeof(float), 1, out 1); 
insig = insig + 1; 

1 
else 

for(m = O; m c det-r; m++) 
{ 

if((t-i >= qa[m]) && (tmp-i < qtz[w 11)) 
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eise 
{ 
tmp-si = -assign(m]; 
n-sigP[m] = n-sigP[m] + 1; 

l 
fwnte(&tmpPsi, sizeof(short int), 1, out); 
out-f = (fioat)tmp-si; 
hrite(&out-f, sizeof(float), 1, out 1); 
sig = sig + 1; 

printf("significient cof = %d and hsignificient cof = % d \ + ,  Sig, i&g); 
prob = (double)(insig)/262 144.0; 
info = (- 1 .O) * prob + ((log lO(prob))l(log lO(2.0))); 
printf("prob = %g\tinf = %g\n", prob, info); 
entropy = entropy + info; 

for(i = O; i < det-r; i++) 

i f(p-sigP [il != O) 

prob = (double)(p_sigP[i])/262 144.0; 
info = (- 1 .O) * prob * ((log lO(prob))/(log lO(2.0))); 
entropy = entropy + info; 

1 
if(n-sigP[i] != 0) 
{ 

prob = (doubIe)(n_sigP[i])/262 144.0; 
info = (-1.0) * prob * ((loglO(prob))/(log10(2.0))); 
entropy = entropy + info; 

1 
if(lpr-en = me) 
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fread(&tmp-i, sizeof(ht), 1, in); î* remove the beader */ 
det-r = det-PZ + 2; 
div = div * 2; 
top = t; 
t = t/2; 
tmpMID-i = (top + t)n; 
d i f i  = t/4; 

/* Search the input nle name string to find the "." md then replace the */ 
/* extention to "cof", */ 
for (i = O; i < 70; i++) 
( 

if (out@] = conti) 
{ 

oud[i+5] = ouai+4]; 
outf 1 [i+5] = outfl [i+4 1; 
outf[i+4] = ouai+3]; 
outf 1 [i+4] = outfl [i+3]; 
outf[i+3] = ouai+2]; 
outf 1 [i+3] = outfl [i+2]; 
outf[i+2] = outfCi+l]; 
outfl [i+2] = oudl [i+ l] ; 
outf[i+l] = conti; 
outf 1 [ii 1 ] = conti; 
ou$fi] = 'O*; 
outf 1 [il = '0'; 
break, 

1 
1 
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/* Name : INV\NPINV\NPZERO.C - INVerse Wavelet Packet for Zerotree coding */ 
/* Procedure : Please refer to[Shap93] */ 
/* Date : 13/Nov/95 */ 
l* Version : 1.0 */ 
/* Designer : Eric Jang Tel:(204)474-6991 jang@ee.umanitoba.ca */ 
/****************4**********4*********4*********************4**4****/ 

int dim; 
float conv(int ptrl, int ptr2, double *ptr3, float *ptr4); 
void u-sampling(int ptr5, int ptr6, int ptr7, int ptr8, int ptr9, float *ptrlO); 

main() 
1 
FILE *in, *out; 

int i, temp-i. h-size, v-size, px, py, dirn-tmp, dim-org, level; 
char inf[70]; 
float buf[MaxDimSq J, temp-C 
unsigned char header[800], temp; 
unsigned long int f-size; 

printf("'W Wavelet Packet for zerotree coding ver. 1 .O, 1 ~/Nov/ l99S\n\n"); 
printf("Enter w-packet coefficients Me name(path\ 'cof) :  in"); 
scanf("%s",inf); 
printf("P1ease enter level(J <= 5):\n"); 
scanf("%i",&level); 

I* Open input .cof H e  *in, get w-packet coefficients data */ 
if(@ = fopen(inf, 'Y')) t= NULL) 
{ 

fprintf(stderr, "Carnot open input me \n"); 
exitII); 

1 
fread(&ternp-i, sizeof(int), 1, in); 
dim = temp-i; 
printf("h-size and v-size = Zd\n", dim); 
fs ize  = dim * dim, 
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/* level5 */ 
/* get .cof file data and put it into bwer */ 
for(i = O; i < f'size; i ++.) 
{ 

fread(&temp-f, sizeof(fioat), 1, in); 
bufiil = temp-f; 

1 
printf('bReconstru~tion level %d is ok !\JI", level); 
temp-i = 1 ; 
for(i = 1; i < level; i++) 
{ 

temp-i = temp-i * 2; 
1 
dim-tmp = dim/temp-i; 
PX = O; 
py = O; 
for( i = O; i < level; i++) 
{ 

u-sq~iing(px, py, dim-tmp, ch-n-mp, dim-mp, buf); 
pnntf("Reconstruction level8d is ok !W. level-(i+l)); 
dim-tmp = dirn-tmp * 2; 

} 

/* Open output file *out, store invJT result data */ 
if((out = fopen("recover.dat", "w")) = NüLL,) 
{ 

fpnntf(stderr, "Cannot open output file \II"); 
exit(1); 

1 

fwrite(&dirn, sizeof(int), 1, out); 

/* store WT coefficients into file */ 
for(i = O; i < f-size; i i) 
{ 

ternp-f = bufli] ; 
fwrite(&temp-f, skeof(float), 1, out); 

1 
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/* Array preperation and up sampling subrouthe *I 
/* inputs : starting location, dimension, data array */ 
/* return : void */ 
/* procedure : accordhg to the starting position and dimension to prepate the I dimension data 

array, up sampling */ 
/*- */ 
void u-sampling(int p-x, int p j ,  int Igth, int IgtfiH, int IgthV, Boat *mat) 
{ 

int i, j, k, 1, m. bndary; 
float data-a~y[hlaxDim], data-aryH~axDim], data-ary GwaxDim] ; 
double h-flt[4], gflt[4]; 

/ * synthesis y position(vertica1) */ 
for(i = p-x; i < IgtW; i++) 
{ 
k = 0; 
for(j = p j ;  j < 1gthV; j*) 
{ 

data-ary k] = mat ü *dim + il; 
k = k +  1; 

1 
I* divide data-ary into 2 arrays then up-sampiing */ 
for& = O; k c Igthn; LU) 
{ 

data-aryG[k*2] = data-aryflgtW2 + k]; 
data-aryH[k*2] = data-aryb]; 

1 
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{ 
if(m < 3) 
{ 

bndary = m; 
j = p y ;  
mat[(j+l)*dim + i] = conv(igth. bnûary* gflt, data-a@) + 
conv(lgth* bndary. h-fit, data-qH); 
I=1+ 1; 

1 
eIse 
{ 
bndary = 3; 
j = p y ;  
rnat[(j+l)*dim + i] = conv(m-3. bndary, gflt, data-aryG) + 
conv(m-3, bndary. h-flt, data-WH); 
1=1+  1; 

1 
1 

1 

/* synthsis x position(horizontal) */ 
for(i = p j ;  i < IgthV; i u )  
{ 
k=0; 
for(j = p-x; j c l@; j++) 
{ 

data-ary [k] = mat [i*dim + j] ; 
k=k+l; 

1 
I* devide data-ary into 2 arrays then up-sampling */ 
for@ = 0; k < lgth/2; k ~ )  
{ 

data_aryG[k*2] = data-ary(igth/2 + k]; 
data-aryH[k*2] = data-aryp]; 

1 

for(m = O; m c IN; mu) 
{ 

if(m c 3) 
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( 
bndary = m; 
rnat[i*dim + p-x + I] = conv(lgth, bndary, gflr, data-uyG) + 
conv(lgth, bndary, h-flt, data-WH); 
1=1+1; 

1 
eIse 
I 

bndary = 3; 
mat[i*dim + p-x + L] = conv(m-3, bndary, gflt, datgryG) + 
conv(m-3. bndary, h-flt, data-aryH); 
1=1+ 1; 

1 
1 

1 

/*------- */ 
/* 1 dimention convohtion subroutine *1 
/* inputs : filter array, data array both are 1 dimension */ 
/* return : convoluted result(short int) */ 
/* procedure : sum(Ai * Bi) */ 
/*---- */ 
float conv(int pos, int boundary, double *fit, float *data) 
I 

int i; 
float result; 
double temp, sum; 

/* pos :starhg position of the filter */ 
I* boundary :boundary flag */ 

sum = 0-0; /* initialization */ 

switch@oundary) 
{ 

case O: 
temp = (flt[O]*(double)data[po~-3])+(flt[l]*(double)data[pos~); 
sum = tempIflt[2 ]*(double)data[pos- 1])+(flt[3]*(double)datfl]); 
break; 

case 1: 
temp = ( flt [O] *(double)data[poss2])+(flt [l]*(double)data[pos~); 
sum = tempiflt [2]*(doubIe)data[O J)+(flt[3] *(double)&ta[l]); 
break; 

case 2: 
temp = (flt[O] *(double)data[pos- l])+(flt[l] *(double)data[O]); 
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sum = tempiflt [2]*(double)data[ l])+(fit [3 ]*(doubie)data[2J); 
break; 

case 3: 
for(i = O; i < 4; i++) 

temp = flt[i] * (double)data(pos); 
pos = pos + 1; 
sum = surn + temp; 

1 
break; 

1 
result = (float)sum; 
retum result; 

1 



B.1 MATLAB M-File for Forward Discrete Wavelet Xkansform 

Inf = input('P1ease enter input îde -.ras) name ', 's') 
fidl = fopen (Inf, 'r') 
fid2 = fopen ('dwt-fit-dat'. 'w') 
Dim= 512; 8 dimension of the input array 

A =  [1: 1: Dim]; 
B = [I: 2: D i d ;  
C = fread(fid1.80. 'uchar'); 
fwrite(fid2, C, 'uchar'); 
C = fread(fid 1. @Xrn,Dim]. 'uchar'); 
Data = C; 

% write back the header 

*****************~*****FOTWxdDWT************5*~*Ickt*~*Ir 
% **** X direction **** 
DWT-X = zeros@irn); 
fork= 1 : 1 : Dim 

tmp = Data@,:); % extract the kth row 
N = Dim; 
while N >= 4 

tmp 1 = mip(l:2); 
tmp2 = [tmp tmpl]; 
tmpG = conv(tmp2. G); 
tmpH = conv(tmp2, H); 
bufG = tmp0(4:2:N+3); 
buM = tmpH(4:2:N+3); 
j= 1; 
N1= NJ2; 
for i = Nl+l:l:N 

buf(i) = bufG(j); 

96 append the 1st 2 data 
% HPF 
%LPF 

8 d o m  sampling of HPF 
8 down sarnpling of LPF 



j= j+ l ;  
end 
tmp = buM; 
N = N1; 

end 
buf(l:2) = tmp; 
DWT-X(k, :) = buf; 

end 

% **** Y direction **** 
DWTJ = zeros@im); 
Data = WT-X' ; 
fork= 1 : 1  :Dim 

tmp = Data&,:); 
N=Dim; 
whiie N >= 4 

tmpl = tmp(k2); 
tmp2 = [tmp mpl]; 
tmpG = conv(tmp2, G); 
tmpH = conv(tmp2, El); 
bufG = tmpG(4:2:N+3); 
buM = tmpH(4:2:N+3); 
j =  1; 
N1=  NJ2; 
for i = N l t l :  l:N 

buf(i) = bufG(j); 
j = j + l ;  

end 
tmp = buM; 
N = N I ;  

end 
buf(l:2) = tmp; 
DWT_Y(kT :) = buf; 

end 

% extract the kth row 

4& append the 1st 2 data 
% HPF 
% LPF 

% down sampling of HPF 
% down sampling of LPF 

/u - - 

surf(A, B, DWT-Y); % print -ci@ dwdD 1-128.gif 
fwrite(fid2, DWTJ, ' float' ); 
fcIose(fid 1); 
fclose(fid2); 



B.2 MATLAB M-File for Inverse Discrete Wavelet Ikaasiom 

Inf = input('P1ease enter input 6ie name (XXX-dat, default. dwt-fl~dat) : ', 's') 
Outf = input('Please enter output file name (XxX~fas)  : ', 's') 
fid l = fopen (Inf, 'r') 
fid2 = fopen (Outf, 'w') 
Dim= 512; % dimension of the input array 

A =  11: 1: Dim]; 
B = 11: 1: Dim]; 
C = fread(fidl.800, 'uchar'); 
fwrite(fid2, C, 'uchar'); 
C = fread(fid 1, [Dh,Dim], ' float'); 
Data1 = C; 

% write back the header 

~ot*~**~***JF~**Jc**********t**~VefSeDWT*fIr*lc**lt*Ir**r(rItIc**'+It*** 

% **** Y direction **** 
REC-Y = zeros@im); 
f o r k = l :  1 :Dim 

buf = DataI(k,:); % extract the kth row 
tmp = bue 
M = Dim; % dimension 
N = 2; % initialization 
while N c M 

for i = 1 : 1:N.*2 % iaitialization 
LF(i) = O; 

end 
for i= 1:l:N 

LF(2.*(iDI)+l) = tmp(i); %up sampling 
end 
tmpl = LF((N.*2)-2 : N.*2); %copy the last 3 data 
tmp2 = [tmpl LF]; 
tmpH = conv(tmp2, M); %INV LPF 
LF = tmpH(4 : 1 : (N.*2)+3); 
for i = l:I:N.*S %initialization 

HF(i) = O; 
end 
fori= 1 :  1:N 

HF(2.*(i- l)+l) = buf(N+i); %up sampling 
end 



~ n p  l = HF((N.*2)-2 : N.*2); 
mp2 = [tmpl w; 
tmpG = conv(mip2 IG); 
HF = tmpG(4 : 1 : (N.*2)+3); 
tmp = LF + HF; 
N = N.*2; 

end 
REC-Y@, :) = tmp; 

end 

Appendix Br MAIZAB M-mes 

%INV HPF 

y. X;f*jEf X direchon **** 
REC-X = zeros@im); 
Data = REC-Y'; 
f o r k = l :  1:Dim 

buf = Data&,:); 
tmp = buf; M = Dim; 
N = 2; 
whileN<M 

for i = l:l:N.*S 
LF(i) = O; 

end 
for i= 1:l:N 

LF(2.*(i-l)+l) = tmp(i); 
end 
tmp 1 = LF((N.*2)-2 : N.*2); 
trnp2 = (tmpl LFJ; 
tmpH = conv(tmp2, IH); 
LF = tmpH(4 : 1 : (N.*2)+3); 
for i = 1:1:N.*2 

HF(i) = O; 
end 
fori= 1 : 1:N 

HF(2.*(i- 1)+1) = buf(N+i); 
end 
tmp 1 = HF((N.*2)-2 : N.*2); 
tmp2 = [tmpl m; 
tmpG = conv(tmp2, IG); 
HF = tmpG(4 : 1 : (N.*2)+3); 
t m p = L F + m  
N = N.*2; 

end 
REC_X(k, :) = tmp; 

end 
70**********************************rk***************************************** 
% F = REC-X'; 
fwrite(fid2, REC-X, ' uchar') 

9% extract the kth row 
% dimension 

9% initialization 

% initialization 

% up sampiing 

% copy the last 3 data 

%INV LPF 

%initiaikation 





B.3 MATLAI3 M-File for Zonal Filter 

Inf = input('Please enter input file name (xxx-&t, default: dwt-flt-&t) : ', 's') 
fidl = fopen (Inf, 'r') 
fid2 = fopen ('zonal13.dat', 'w') 
fid3 = fopen ('zonall4.dat', 'w') 
fid4 = fopen ('zonailg.dat', 'w') 
fid5 = fopen ('zonail-16.dat7, ' w') 
Dim = 512; 
C = fiead(fidl,800, 'uchar'); 
fwrite(fid2, C, 'uchar'); 
fwrite(fid3, C, 'uchar'); 
fwrite(fid4, C, 'uchar'); 
fwrite(fid5, C, 'uchar'); 
C = fread(fid1, [Dim,DimJ, 'Boat'); 

% dimension of the input array 

% write back the header 

Empty = zeros@im); 
Length = Dim, 
fori= 1 : 1 : Dim 

Empty (i, L :Lm@) = C(i. 1 :Lm@); 
Length = Length - 1; 

end 
fwrite(fid2. Empty, ' float'); 

O/a***************************zOnalflter 118 *****************ir****************** 
Empty = zeros@im); 
Length = DimR; 
for i=  1 : 1 :Dim 

Empty(i, 1:Length) = C(i, 1:lengt.h); 
Length = Length - 1; 

end 
fwrite(fid4, Empty, ' float' ) ; 






